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Abstract

We investigate the power spectrum of Non-Cold Dark Matter (NCDM) produced
in a state out of thermal equilibrium. We consider dark matter production from
the decay of scalar condensates (infaton, moduli), the decay of thermalized and
non-thermalized particles, and from thermal and non-thermal freeze-in. For each
case, we compute the NCDM phase space distribution and the linear matter
power spectrum, which features a cuto˙ analogous to that for Warm Dark Mat-
ter (WDM). This scale is solely determined by the equation of state of NCDM.
We propose a mapping procedure that translates the WDM Lyman-α mass
bound to NCDM scenarios. This procedure does not require expensive ad hoc
numerical computations of the non-linear matter power spectrum. By applying
it, we obtain bounds on several NCDM possibilities, ranging from mDM & EeV 
for DM production from infaton decay with a low reheating temperature, to
sub-keV values for non-thermal freeze-in. We discuss the phenomenological im-
plications of these results for specifc examples which include strongly-stabilized
and non-stabilized supersymmetric moduli, gravitino production from infaton
decay, Z 0 and spin-2 mediated freeze-in, and non-supersymmetric spin-3/2 DM.
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1 Introduction and results 

1.1 Motivation

After a few decades of remarkable improvement, dark matter (DM) direct detection experiments
have reached a sensitivity on the nucleon-DM scattering cross section around 10−46 cm2 for DM
masses of the order of the electroweak scale [1]. The absence of any confrmed experimental signal
(also in indirect detection and colliders) strongly constrains the viable parameter space of Weakly
Interacting Massive Particle (WIMP) models of DM based on the vanilla freeze-out mechanism.
This calls for a reassessment of the attractiveness of this framework in the simplest models [2–4].
In this context, exploring theoretically and experimentally other scenarios [5] that can achieve
the correct DM abundance is necessary. A well-known example of such a scenario is the freeze-in
mechanism [6]. Other examples are a dark sector that thermalizes only with itself [7, 8] and a
DM depletion process lead by cannibalization [9–11]. These proposals assume feeble couplings
between the SM and the DM,1 helping them to satisfy current bouds. Consequently, this tends to
reduce the chances of testing them by traditional means [5]. However, several phenomenological
studies [7, 26–31] have highlighted various possibilities for observing such DM candidates.

Scenarios in which the DM is produced by non-standard mechanisms may feature an important
DM self-interaction cross section or a free-streaming scale, a˙ecting the large scale structure of
the universe. These properties could allow to alleviate purported tensions in the ΛCDM model
at galactic and sub-galactic scales [32–34]. Also, non-thermal DM models have been proposed to
address the tensions between early and late time determinations of the Hubble constant [35] and
of the clustering of matter [36,37].

Indeed, in absence of thermodynamic equilibrium between the DM and the SM, the DM
phase space distribution can di˙er signifcantly from the standard freeze-out case. This opens a
possibility for discriminating between di˙erent DM models and production mechanisms. The DM
component in the standard ΛCDM model of cosmology is assumed to be entirely pressureless. A
non-vanishing DM kinetic energy would then result in a cuto˙ in the matter power spectrum on
small wavelength Fourier modes (as compared to ΛCDM prediction).

An interesting possibility for testing these Non-Cold Dark Matter (NCDM) models –which do
not conform to the standard freeze-out mechanism– is to measure the Ly-α forest of absorption
lines of light emitted by distant quasars around redshift z = 2 − 4, which is produced due to the
neutral hydrogen present in the intergalactic medium. This provides enough information on the
matter power spectrum at suÿciently small scales for probing the aforementioned cuto˙.

1A large energy scale, even larger than the reheating temperature, can be invoked to justify suppressed SM-DM
interactions. Just to give some examples, this scale can be identifed with the Planck mass in gravitino DM [12–18],
with the mass of heavy gauge felds in Grand Unifed Theories [19–21] and with a new physics threshold in scenarios
inspired by modifed gravity [22–25].
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1.2 Ly-α constraints on out-of-equilibrium dark matter

The well known Ly-α bound on the DM mass for Warm Dark Matter (WDM) [33,38–43],

mWDM & (1.9 − 5.3) keV at 95% C.L. , (1.1)

can be mapped into constraints on various out-of-equilibrium NCDM production mechanisms. To
do this, we compute (for the frst time) the phase space distributions in several of these models by
integrating the Boltzmann transport equation, numerically and/or analytically, depending on the
production process. For the large majority of the scenarios that we consider, the resulting phase
space distributions can be remarkably well described by a generalized distribution of the form

f(q) ∝ q α exp (−β qγ ) , (1.2)

where q denotes the DM comoving momentum and α, β, γ are model-dependent constants. We
then use CLASS [44, 45] to compute, for each of the NCDM models we consider, the linear power
spectrum PNCDM(k), or, more precisely, the linear transfer function, defned in terms of the ratio
to the ΛCDM spectrum as follows, � �1/2PNCDM(k)T (k) ≡ . (1.3)PΛCDM(k) 

We assume that the DM is entirely composed of a single NCDM species (and is produced by
only one mechanism in each scenario). By varying the DM mass, we match the transfer function
to the one of a fermionic WDM scenario (for which the bound (1.1) applies). We perform this
matching numerically and, also, with an approximate semi-analytical procedure, demonstrating
their equivalence. We fnd that the matching can be done with great accuracy for all the models we
consider (and for all the relevant ranges of their parameters). In addition, by approximating the
NCDM species as a perfect fuid, we show that the cuto˙ in the transfer function can be entirely
characterized in terms of the equation of state parameter of NCDM, w, which allows to translate
the WDM mass Ly-α limit (1.1) to the NCDM case. This can be done for each of the NCDM
models, without having to run specifcally tailored N-body simulations or doing a dedicated non-
linear analysis of the NCDM perturbations at small scales. A general analytical expression relates
these bounds to each other via only the knowledge of the frst and second moments of the phase
space distribution, � �s 

T? hq2i 
mDM = mWDM (Lyman-α bound) , (1.4)

TWDM,0 hq2iWDM 

where T? ∝ hqi is the present “temperature” of NCDM, understood as the energy scale that
normalizes the typical momentum of the distribution. In all cases, we fnd a remarkable agreement
between this approximation and the numerical computation of the linear power spectrum. Using
this procedure, we achieve (for most of our scenarios and in the range of scales of interest) a . 3% 
error in the matching to the transfer function of WDM, see Figure 3. In the (very few) least
precise examples that we consider the matching worsens to at most 10%.

This bound-mapping procedure is summarized in Figs. 1 and 2. The top panel of the latter
shows schematically the di˙erent shapes of the distribution functions corresponding to six distinct
NCDM production processes, active during or after reheating. We now proceed to enumerate these
processes, and summarize our results for each of them.
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Figure 1. Pipeline applied in this paper to derive bounds on a given NCDM model from the Lyman-α 
WDM mass limit. The boxes represent the computational steps or inputs used to derive a bound on the
NCDM mass. Starting from the NCDM collision term and Lyman-α bound on WDM, two possible paths
allow to derive a bound on NCDM. Our matching procedure, going through the equation of state matching,
allows us to obtain the NCDM bound without computing numerically the NCDM transfer function.

1.3 Dark matter production mechanisms

We consider various non-equilibrium DM production mechanisms. They are all assumed to proceed
perturbatively via the scattering or decay of particles, with time-scales ranging from the very end
of infation, during the earliest stages of reheating, to the radiation dominated universe occurring
after the end of reheating. We list these mechanisms below; see also Fig. 2.

Infaton decay (Section 3.1). It is often assumed that the DM may have been produced from
the decay of the infaton feld, φ. Even in the absence of tree-level infaton-DM couplings, DM-
SM interactions can generate a non-vanishing infaton → DM decay channel at higher order in
perturbation theory [46]. Assuming that this decay proceeds perturbatively through a two-body

−0.74qprocess, we fnd that the DM phase space distribution is of the form f(q) ∝ q−3/2e 2 , where
the power-like behaviour at low q arises from redshifting during the matter dominated reheating
epoch, and the Gaussian tail comes from the depletion of the infaton condensate at the end of
reheating. The resulting Ly-α constraint on the DM mass is proportional to the ratio of the
infaton mass to the reheating temperature, being mDM & 3.8 MeV for Treh = 1010 GeV and
mφ ' 3 × 1013 GeV, the later fxed by the measurement of the amplitude of the curvature power
spectrum [47, 48]. Higher reheating temperatures can reduce the limit down to the keV range,
whereas lower reheating temperatures can increase it well beyond the TeV range.

Moduli decay (Section 3.2). In many SM extensions, in particular in supergravity and string
constructions, there is a plethora of scalar felds with very weak couplings to the SM (typically
of gravitational strength) and masses that are typically of the order of the weak scale. These
felds are known as moduli, and can have far reaching cosmological consequences if they are
excited away from their vacuum values in the early Universe. We consider DM production from
moduli decays in two scenarios: when the modulus dominates the energy of the Universe and
decays at late times, and when the modulus is always subdominant to the infaton/radiation
background due to some stabilization mechanism. In the frst case, the shape of the DM phase
space distribution is identical to that for DM produced from infaton decay, and the lower bound
on mDM is proportional to the ratio of the modulus mass (mZ ) to its reheating temperature, with
mDM & 13 GeV for mZ = 10 TeV and Treh = 1 MeV. For the decay of stabilized moduli, we fnd

3/2 2−3/2 −q −1 −qnon-thermal DM distributions of the form f(q) ∝ q e or f(q) ∝ q e , depending on
whether the modulus decays during or after reheating, respectively. In these cases, the limit on
mDM depends on the ratio of the modulus mass to the background temperature evaluated at the
moment of its decay, and on the ratio of the infaton and modulus decay widths.
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Figure 2. Out-of-equilibrium dark matter as a probe for early universe dynamics. The top fgure depicts
schematically the phase space distributions for the production scenarios considered in the present work,
mapped over the history of the early universe. The relic distributions for the thermal freeze-in production
with n ≥ 6 and non-thermal freeze-in with n > 2 are set at the thermalization time-scale, after infation
but well before the end of reheating. The relic abundance and the distribution of dark matter produced
from infaton decay or low-n freeze-in are set at the matter-radiation transition at the end of reheating.
Dark matter can be also produced through decays of thermalized and non-thermalized felds during early

α −βqγradiation domination. Most distributions have the approximate form f(q) ∝ q e . The bottom left
fgure shows that, in all cases, the transfer function of the linear power spectrum determines the lower
bound on the dark matter mass, since T (k) can be matched to the corresponding WDM bound. The
bottom right fgure shows the range of masses that can be bound by Ly-α observations, depending on the
dark matter production mechanism and the reheating temperature (here Treh = 1010 GeV).
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Thermal and non-thermal decays (Section 4). DM could have been produced also from the
decay of free particles. In such a case the DM phase space distribution and its present abundance
depend strongly on the initial momentum distribution of the decaying particles. We consider here
two possibilities: the decay of a thermalized particle species during radiation domination (Section
4.1.1), and the decay of a particle with a non-equilibrium distribution, assumed to be produced
from the decay of the infaton (Section 4.2). In both cases we assume that the decaying particle
is much lighter than the infaton, yet much heavier than DM. For the thermal decay case, we fnd

−1/2 −qthat the DM inherits a quasi-thermal distribution, f(q) ∼ q e , and the bound on its mass is
given by mDM & 7 keV.

For the non-thermal decay, we fnd that the shape of the distribution is highly dependent on the
momentum of the parent particle when it decays. If this initial state decays while it is relativistic,

−5/2 −0.74q2the DM inherits the Gaussian tail of the parent unstable particle, f(q) ∼ q e . The Ly-α 
constraint is identical to that for the direct decay of the infaton to DM, reduced by a factor
of ∼ 0.3. If instead the decaying particle is non-relativistic, the DM phase space distribution is
highly non-thermal, skewed towards large momenta, and not suitable for a ft of the form (1.2).
The Ly-α constraint depends on the mass and width of the decaying particles; more specifcally
proportional to the ratio of the mass to the temperature Tdec ∝ Γ1/2 at which the decay occurs.

Thermal freeze-in via scatterings (Section 5.1). We consider the possibility of a DM pop-
ulation generated via the freeze-in mechanism by annihilations of thermalized SM particles. We
assume that the typical DM-SM scattering amplitude can be parametrized by

n +1s 2 
|M|2 = 16π 

Λn+2 , (1.5)

√ 
where n is an integer, s, the square root of the Mandelstam variable, is the center-of-mass energy
(in the high-energy limit), and Λ is some high-energy scale.2 

For 0 ≤ n < 6, the DM is produced at the end of the reheating process, at the reheating
temperature Treh. For n = 0, 2 the resulting DM momentum distribution is quasi-thermal with
β ∼ 1 and γ = 1. Instead, for n = 4 it has a nearly Gaussian tail. For these three scenarios,
the matching of the power spectrum to WDM is excellent and the bound translates to mDM & 
6 − 9 keV, with the precise value depending on n and the quantum statistics of the thermalized
scatterers.

When n ≥ 6, most of the DM is produced on the earliest stages of reheating, at the maximum
temperature Tmax. When this is the case, the ftting expression (1.2) fails. In particular, for n = 6 

3f(q) interpolates between a q behaviour at q � 1, and an exponential tail at q � 1, through
−3a region where f(q) ∼ q . This relatively complicated form of the distribution translates to an

imperfect match with the WDM power spectrum, which nevertheless leads to a bound of the form
2m & 81 keV2/ ln(Tmax/Treh).DM 

Non-thermal freeze-in via scatterings (Section 5.2). The delay between the end of infation
and the onset of thermal equilibrium in the primordial plasma can leave an imprint on the DM
phase space distribution if the parent scatterers are produced directly from infaton decays. Infa-
ton decay products are typically very energetic, with momenta of the order of the infaton mass.
Only after a process of soft radiation emission and energy transfer through scatterings these decay
products reach thermal equilibrium. Thermalization occurs after the beginning of reheating, but
well before it ends. As it turns out, if n > 2 in (1.5), most of the DM could have been produced
non-thermally by the very frst SM particles present in the universe [49].

2Small di˙erences on the dependence on Maldestam variables in the high energy limit can be absorbed into the
value of Λ.
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As a proof of concept, we consider here annihilations with n = 4. Notably, under the freeze-in
assumption, the transport equation can be solved in a closed, albeit complicated, form. We fnd

−3/2 −2.5q2.6that the approximation f(q) ∼ q e adequately describes the DM phase space distri-
bution. The power spectrum matching with WDM can be performed accurately, leading to a

23/15 −7/15minimum DM mass of the form mDM ∝ m T , where mφ is the infaton mass, and Trehφ reh 
the reheating temperature. For Treh = 1010 GeV, mDM & 0.4 keV.

Our paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we review the treatment of NCDM relics in
cosmological linear perturbation theory, and discuss the properties of the transfer function (1.3)
and the re-scaling into NCDM of the Lyman-α bounds coming from WDM. In Sections 3 to 5
we study the production mechanisms we just listed, their Ly-α bounds and the corresponding
phenomenological implications. In Section 6 we discuss the implications for the e˙ective number
of relativistic species. We present our conclusions in Section 7.

Appendix A contains a brief review of the Boltzmann equation in the early universe, as well
a detailed calculation of the generic form of the collision term for DM production via freeze-in
(Appendix A.2), and the integration of this collision term for the n = 4 non-thermal freeze-
in scenario (Appendix A.3). A glossary of the main symbols used in this paper is provided in
Appendix B. We use a natural system of units in which kB = ~ = c = 1.

2 Non-cold dark matter cosmology 

2.1 Linear cosmological perturbation theory

In the standard ΛCDM model of cosmology, the DM is assumed to be cold (CDM), i.e. presureless.
¯ ¯Therefore, its equation of state parameter w – defned by the relation P = w ρ̄ where ρ̄ and P 

are its (time-dependent) background energy density and pressure – is exactly vanishing. However,
DM particles produced in the early universe, of thermal or non-thermal origin, would actually
possess some momentum distribution with a non-vanishing averaged momentum hpi 6= 0, which
could manifests in a deviation from w = 0 and, possibly, also through other moments of it. We
will now discuss a set of approximations under which w can be the sole function encoding the
deviations from CDM, both at the level of the background dynamics and for linear perturbations
analyses. In Sections 3–5 we will study concrete examples of such DM creation processes.

The phase space distribution, f , of a general cosmological species is a function of position,
momentum and (conformal) time, τ , that characterizes its energy-momentum tensor. It is conve-

¯nient to split it into a time-dependent homogeneous background part, f(|p|, τ ), plus a fuctuation
¯quantifed by a function Ψ � 1, such that f(x, p, τ ) = f(|p|, τ )[1 + Ψ(x, p, τ )]; see e.g. [50]. The

¯background energy density and pressure functions, ρ̄ and P , of a NCDM relic are then� �4 Z � �4 Z 2T? 4π T? 2 q2� ¯ ¯ ¯ρ̄ = 4π q f(q) dq , P = q f(q) dq , (2.1)
a 3 a � 

where a is the scale factor of the Universe and T? is a convenient energy scale that characterizes
the DM density at the present time.

Following the conventions of [45]3 we defne s � �2 mDM a 
q = 

p a 
with � = q2 + , (2.2)

T? T? 

3Our T? is a time-independent quantity denoted by TNCDM,0 in [45].
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where the product q T? is the comoving momentum and p = |p| is the (absolute value) of the
momentum of individual NCDM particles. In Fourier space, the perturbation Ψ of the NCDM
phase space distribution can be expanded in Legendre polynomials P` as follows:

∞X 
Ψ(k, n̂, q, τ) = (−i) ` (2` + 1)Ψ`(k, q, τ)P`(k̂ · n̂) , (2.3)

`=0 

where k is the comoving wavenumber of the perturbations in Fourier space, k = k k̂ and p = n̂ ·~p.
The quantities defning the perturbed energy-momentum tensor are� �4 Z 

δρ =4π
T? 

q 2�f̄(q)Ψ0 dq, energy density fuctuation
a � �4 Z 24π T? 2 q ¯δP = q f(q)Ψ0 dq, pressure (density) fuctuation

3 a � � �4 Z (2.4)
T? 3 ¯¯(ρ̄ + P )θ =4πk q f(q)Ψ1 dq, velocity divergence
a � �4 Z 28πk T? 2 q¯ ¯(ρ̄ + P )σ = q f(q)Ψ2 dq, anisotropic stress.

3 a � 

For decoupled NCDM, the phase space distribution satisfes the collisionless Boltzmann equation

∂f dxi ∂f dq ∂f dni ∂f 
+ + + = 0 , (2.5)

∂τ dτ ∂xi dτ ∂q dτ ∂ni 

with i = 1, 2, 3 and n being a unitary 3-vector pointing in the direction of the momentum, as
defned above. In the synchronous gauge, this equation leads to the following system for the
quantities Ψ`,

˙ qk 1 ˙ d ln f̄  
Ψ0 = − Ψ1 + h ,

� 6 d ln q� �qk 
Ψ̇1 = Ψ0 − 2Ψ2 ,

3� � � � � (2.6)
˙ qk 1 ˙ 2 d ln f̄  
Ψ2 = 2Ψ1 − 3Ψ3 − h + η̇ ,

5� 15 5 d ln q� �qk 
Ψ̇` = `Ψ`−1 − (` + 1)Ψ`+1 , [` ≥ 3]

(2` + 1)� 

where h and η are the trace and traceless part of the metric perturbation [50].
For a non-relativistic species, higher multipoles are typically suppressed by (positive) powers

of q/� ∼ p/mDM, making any Ψ` with ` ≥ 2 much smaller than Ψ0 and Ψ1. In this case, the
Boltzmann hierarchy can be truncated imposing Ψ` = 0 for ` > 1, as discussed in [51], whose
analysis shows the validity of this truncation. As argued also in [52], in this (non-relativistic) case
Ψ0 depends only mildly on the variable q; and the integrals in (2.4) are dominated by the low

¯ q � � regime,4 so that we can identify δP/δρ ' P /ρ̄ = w.
4Notice that for heavy-tailed distributions, the later approximation is no longer valid and one cannot apply

the analytical arguments presented in this section. For instance in the case where DM particles could have been
¯produced from Primordial-Black-Hole evaporation [53,54], where the distribution function behaves as f(q) ∼ 1/q5 

at large q. In that case the integral appearing in the background-pressure expression is always dominated by
q & mDMa/T?, and hence it cannot be restricted to q � �.
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In this limit, the frst two equations of (2.6) can be integrated over q, allowing us to describe
the NCDM species with a coupled system of (continuity and Euler) equations:� ḣ � � � � � θ2 2 2δ̇ = −(1 + w) θ + − 3H ĉ  − w δ + 9H2(1 + w) ĉ  − c

k2 , (2.7)s s a2 
2� � ĉ2 sθ̇ = −H 1 − 3ĉ θ + k2δ , (2.8)s 1 + w 

where δ ≡ δρ/ρ̄, and H = aH, where H ≡ ȧ = da/ dτ . To frst order in w � 1, the adiabatic
2 ≡ ¯̇sound speed is ca P/ρ̇̄ ' 5w/3. In addition, as shown in [45], for suÿciently non-relativistic

species, the (rest frame) sound speed5 can be reasonably well approximated by the adiabatic
2 2sounds speed ĉs ' c .a 

Notice that by taking w = 0 one recovers the usual CDM perturbation equation δ̇ = −1/2ḣ .
In the NCDM domination era, from the perturbed Einstein equations, the trace of the metric
fuctuation h satisfes the equation

¨ h + Hḣ + 3(1 + 3w)H2δ = 0 , (2.9)

allowing the system (2.7)–(2.8) to be reduced to� � 
3 10 k2 

δ ̈+ Hδ̇ − H2 1 − w δ = 0 . (2.10)
2 9 H2 

In the limit where w = 0 exactly, overdensities grow “democratically”, i.e. independently of k 
(as in ΛCDM). However, for non-vanishing w, at a given time, there is a suppressed growth for
modes larger than the free-streaming wavenumber k > kFS(a) with

9 H2 3 H2 
kFS 

2(a) = = 
2 . (2.11)

10 w 2 cg 

Thus, a cuto˙ in the power spectrum can be observed at a given time for modes larger than the
free-streaming horizon wavenumber kH (a), which can be expressed in term of kFS as [36]�Z �−1a 1 dã 

kH(a) ≡ . (2.12)
kFS(ã) ã0 

From these equations, we see that w is the only quantity (together with the current DM
density) that controls in frst approximation the suppression of the power spectrum at large k. In
the non-relativistic limit, w can be expressed in terms of the normalized second moment of the
distribution function

δP T 2 hq2i? w ' = , (2.13)2 2δρ 3m aDM 

with the n-th moment being R 
n+2 ¯ q f(q) dqhq ni ≡ R . (2.14)
2 ¯ q f(q) dq 

As a result, given a phase space distribution for the DM, determination of its second moment is
suÿcient to estimate the cuto˙ of the matter power spectrum.

5See e.g. [55] for its defnition.
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2.2 Large scale structure

For a given NCDM cosmology, the cuto˙ can be described in terms of the transfer function T (k) 
defned as � �1/2P(k)T (k) = , (2.15)PΛCDM(k) 

which compares (at the present time) the power spectrum for a given NCDM cosmology to the
typical ΛCDM case. As we will now discuss, a small scale cuto˙ in the matter power spectrum
may be one of the few possibilities at our disposal for distinguishing NCDM cosmologies from
the paradigmatic ΛCDM model and thus probe the degree of DM “warmness”. Light emitted
by distant quasars and subsequently interacting with the neutral Hydrogen of the intergalactic
medium around redshifts z ∼ 2 − 6 generates a pattern of absorption lines around ∼ 1000 Å: the
Ly-α forest. This allows to probe the power spectrum on scales k ∼ (0.1 − 10) h Mpc−1 at the
present time, by estimating the amount of matter through a determination of the Ly-α optical
depth, thus providing one of the most stringent ways of testing NCDM models.

Constraints from the Ly-α fux power spectrum on the DM properties are usually given as a
lower bound on the WDM mass parameter, mWDM, used as a reference. Given mWDM, the WDM
phase space is characterized by a single quantity: TWDM. In spite of our notation, this quantity,
which decreases with time, is not a temperature, stricto sensu, since we assume the WDM species
not to be in thermal equilibrium at recombination and later times. Such a DM candidate is
assumed to have achieved a state of thermal equilibrium at some earlier time in the evolution of
the Universe and would have subsequently decoupled later on, as it happens e.g. for neutrinos in
the SM. Indeed, a good benchmark scenario for WDM, which we will assume from now on, is a
fermionic DM candidate with two degrees of freedom having a Fermi-Dirac distribution. In this
case the WDM relic density can be related to its mass and “temperature” TWDM by� �� �3 mWDM TWDM

ΩWDMh
2 ' , (2.16)

94 eV Tν 

+ −where Tν = (4/11)1/3 T is the neutrino temperature as expected in the SM after e e anni-
hilations, assuming instantaneous decoupling, expressed as a function of the photon temper-
ature T . As usual, h denotes the reduced Hubble constant, defned by the relation H0 ≡ 
100 h km s−1 Mpc−1 .

Assuming that the WDM saturates the DM density determined by Planck [47], a numerical
evaluation of the free-streaming horizon in Eq. (2.11) gives that the cuto˙ in the linear matter
power spectrum occurs at

kH (a = 1) ' 3.5 h Mpc−1 . (2.17)

for mWDM = 1 keV. As shown in [39,56,57], an analytical ft for the transfer function in the WDM
case is given by � �−5/νT (k) = 1 + (αk)2ν , (2.18)

with the parameters

ν = 1.12 and
� ��−0.83 �−0.16 
mWDM TWDM ΩWDMh

2 
α = 0.24 Mpc . 

1 keV Tν 0.12 
(2.19)

Importantly, these ftting parameters are independent of the standard cosmological parameters
(other than the DM abundance, ΩWDM). The non-observation of a cuto˙ in actual data for
the matter power spectrum can be translated into a constraint on the WDM mass. A recent
analysis [42] gives a bound mWDM > 5.3 keV at 95% C.L., while the reference [43] derived a less
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stringent bound mWDM > 1.9 keV at 95% C.L., by claiming a more conservative treatment of
thermal history for the intergalactic medium. In the following we will take mWDM > 3 keV as a
reference but allow our results to be translated for a di˙erent value.

The most up-to-date lower bounds on the WDMmass from Ly-α data (1.1) have been obtained
using the medium resolution X-shooter spectrographic observations of the intermediate redshift
(z : 3 − 4.2) XQ-100 sample of quasars [58,59] and the higher-resolution, higher-redshift (z : 4.2 − 
5.4) data from the HIRES/MIKE spectrographs [60, 61]. These data can be used in combination
with probes of the matter power spectrum at smaller comoving scales (k < (km/s)−1) via Lyman-α 
data, in particular from the Baryon Oscillation Spectroscopic Survey (BOSS) of the Sloan Digital
Sky Survey (SDSS-III) [62, 63]. For future prospects (including higher redshifts), potentially
allowing an enhanced sensitivity to the cuto˙ of the spectrum see [64].

In principle, it may seem reasonable to assume that in order to compare the expected matter
power spectrum for a (more general, non Fermi-Dirac) NCDM cosmology to the WDM case, it
should be essential to take into account the non-linear behaviour of the DM density feld on the
small cosmological distances (1 − 100 Mpc) probed by Ly-α data. Performing such a comparison
requires costly N-body simulations for each possible NCDM case of interest. Nevertheless, the
authors of Ref. [65, 66] have performed a large set of N-body simulations of models featuring an
ample variety of transfer functions, confronting the resulting power spectra to Ly-α data, and
concluding that all the models that are ruled out can also be rejected by doing a simpler, linear
analysis.

As we will show in the next sections, the shape of the linear power spectra of the various
NCDM models we consider turns out to be very similar to the one for WDM, in spite of having,
in some cases, notable di˙erences at the level of the phase space. Therefore, we can translate
directly the WDM Ly-α bounds by computing, numerically, the linear transfer functions for our
NCDM models using a Boltzmann code, such as CLASS [44,45], and comparing the result with the
linear transfer function in the WDM case.

The shape of the transfer function at the scales relevant for the change induced in the matter
power spectrum by WDM free-streaming can also be probed by comparing the number of satellite
galaxies of the Milky Way with N-body simulations [67, 68]. This method gives a bound on the
WDM mass that is complementary and comparable to those obtained from Ly-α data. The initial
conditions for these N-body simulations were set in [67,68] to mimic the (linear) transfer function
(2.18). Assuming that the formation of satellite galaxies only depends on the nature of the DM
through the linear transfer function, we can also map these WDM mass bounds into constraints
on NCDM models that feature di˙erent distribution functions, just as we do with Ly-α bounds.

2.3 Analytical rescaling and generalized phase space distribution

Let us now consider a NCDM model for which, by assumption, w � 1 is the only quantity needed
to characterize the cuto˙ in the linear transfer function. Then, we can estimate the bound on w 
from Ly-α by fnding the value of mDM such that

w(mDM) = wWDM(mWDM) . (2.20)

The bound is obtained by assuming that the cuto˙ scale of the linear matter power spectrum for
WDM can be translated to that of NCDM equating the equations of state. A correspondence
between two NCDM scenarios (a sterile neutrino and a particle that decouples while being rela-
tivistic) was proposed for the frst time (to our knowledge) in Ref. [69]. By equating the power
spectra, the authors found a relation between these two scenarios, which possess distribution
functions with the same analytical expression but with di˙erent parameters. A similar matching
procedure using the mean square of the DM velocity was proposed in [70] and extended in [71,72]
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for several freeze-in models. As we show below, our (generalized) matching relation can be ap-
plied to a wide variety of NCDM scenarios, even for those in which thermal equilibrium is not
established before DM decoupling. From Eq. (2.13) we can write wWDM as� �8/3keV

6 × 10−15 −2 wWDM(a) ' a , (2.21)
mWDM 

implying that the bound on mWDM ∼ keV from Ly-α [39, 42,43] translates into

wWDM(a = 1) . 10−15 , (2.22)

showing that DM is indeed very cold. It is worth emphasizing that the constraint from Eq. (2.22)
corresponds to a constraint at recombination of wWDM(a ∼ 10−3) . 10−9 whereas analyses based
on CMB data constrain this value only at the level of wWDM(a ∼ 10−3) . 10−4 [52, 73].

For instance, a typical WIMP with a mass mDM = 100 GeV that decoupled at a freeze-out
temperature TF ' mDM/20 inherits a Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution after decoupling of the
form � 

2 � −p a(t)2 
f(p, t) = 

gDM 
exp . (2.23)2(2π)3 2mDMa TFF 

In the non-relativistic limit, the energy and pressure densities can be evaluated analytically and
w can be expressed as � �� �� �2 � �2/32a TF 1 20 TF 100 GeV 100F 10−29 w(a) ' ' , (2.24)

2 2 Fa mDM a mDM mDM g∗ 

Fwhere g denotes the e˙ective number of degrees of freedom. This value for w is several orders∗ 
of magnitude lower than the typical value constrained by Ly-α. For our NCDM case, Eq. (2.20)
leads to � �s � � 

T? hq2i � mWDM 
�4/3 T? p 

mDM = mWDM ' 7.56 keV hq2i . (2.25)
TWDM hq2iWDM 3 keV T 

Alternatively, the bound can be expressed in terms of the mean momentum at the present time,
hpi0 = hqi T? where hqi is defned in Eq. (2.14), giving � � p� �4/3 2imWDM hpi0 hq 

mDM ' 7.56 keV . (2.26)
3 keV T0 hqi 

As we will show, most of the NCDM cases discussed in this paper can be well described with a
generalized phase space distribution of the form

f(q) ∝ q α exp (−β qγ ) , (2.27)

with constant α > −3 and β, γ > 0 as required for the DM number density to be fnite. For this
distribution the normalized n-th moment (2.14) is � � 

1+n+αΓ γ 
γhq ni = β 

2−n � � . (2.28)
3+αΓ γ 

The rescaling of the mass reproducing the same cuto˙ as the WDM case then gives
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�4/3 
�� hpi0 

vuuut 
���� � 3+α 5+αΓ ΓmWDM

7.56 keV
γ γ�� , (2.29)mDM ' 

3 keV T0 Γ2 4+α 
γ 

which does not depend explicitly on β.6 As we will show later for the various examples we consider,
this allows to translate any bound from Ly-α on mWDM to a bound for a given NCDM model on
mDM provided that the DM phase space distribution can be well described by (2.27), with good
precision and without requiring a numerical computation of the power spectrum.7 

Provided that the NCDM equation-of-state parameter evolves as w(a) ' w0 a
−2 at redshift

z < 106 , for which the wavenumbers k relevant for Lyman-α data enters the horizon, the NCDM
power spectrum should exhibit the same features as the WDM power spectrum at frst order
in w. A di˙erent a-dependence of w(a) would a˙ect our matching procedure. For instance, in
cannibalistic dark matter scenarios, the equation-of-state parameter behaves as w(a) ∝ 1/ log a 
when number-changing processes are active and w(a) ∝ a−2 in the non-relativistic regime at later
times z < 103 [36]. In this case it has been shown that the NCDM power spectrum can be matched
to a WDM one with a good precision [36], by introducing a similar matching procedure up to a
correction factor of order one [74].

The numerical precision achieved using our rescaling procedure is represented in Fig. 3, which
shows the relative di˙erence between the various NCDM transfer functions considered in this work
and the one for the WDM case. The transfer functions are computed numerically with CLASS and
using our rescaling procedure to for a given WDM mass, which we assume to be mWDM = 3 keV
in Fig. 3. The NCDM transfer functions match accurately, mostly with a precision below the
percent level, the WDM transfer function for k < 20 h Mpc−1 . The precision decreases for larger
modes k.

In order to estimate the di˙erence on the cuto˙ scale expected between NCDM and WDM
using our procedure, with a quantity more relevant for observational data, we represent in Fig. 3
the scale kWDM defned such that PWDM(kWDM) = (1/2)PΛCDM(kWDM) for a given WDM mass.1/2 1/2 1/2 
Fig. 3 shows that at kWDM , our rescaling procedure allows to achieve a 3% di˙erence or better1/2 
on the NCDM transfer function, relative to the WDM case, for most of our scenarios. The least
precise cases achieve a ∼ 10% di˙erence at kWDM . These correspond to DM production from the1/2 
decay of a non-thermal relativistic particle and DM production via thermal freeze-in with n = 6.

An accurate estimate of the transfer function is numerically more challenging due to the specifc
shape of the phase space distributions in these cases. For this reason, we believe that the larger
relative di˙erence displayed in Fig. 3 for these cases can be partially attributed to the requirement
of having a reasonable computation time, at the price of a limited precision.

3 Decay of a classical condensate 

We consider as the frst application of our formalism the production of DM from the perturbative
decay of a classical, spatially homogeneous, oscillating condensate. As a frst example, we study
the decay of the infaton feld into DM during reheating, assuming all other DM interactions can
be neglected. We then consider the decay of a modulus feld, a scalar feld present in the early
Universe with a non-vanishing vacuum misalignment: a displacement from its post-infationary
global minimum, which leads to a subsequent epoch of oscillations about this minimum. We

6However, the mean momentum hpi0 depends actually on this quantity.
7Notably, in the case we consider for which (2.27) does not apply (n = 6 thermal freeze-in, for example), we

can still fnd an analytical form for the constraint using the more general form of Eq. (2.25).
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Figure 3. Relative di˙erence between the transfer functions of the various NCDM models considered
in this work and the WDM case (assuming mWDM = 3 keV). The scale kWDM defned in Section 2.3 is1/2 
represented as a black vertical dashed line. Our matching procedure performs at the level of ∼ 3% or better
at this scale for most models. The notation for the modulus decay cases is introduced in Section 3.2.1 (see
Fig. 8). For thermal particle decays, FD and BE stand for the Fermi-Dirac and Bose-Einstein distributions
for the decaying particle, respectively (see Fig. 11). For non-thermal decays, R and NR denote a relativistic
or a non-relativistic decaying particle, respectively (see Eq. 4.14). For thermal and non-thermal freeze-in,
the parameter n has been introduced in Eq. (1.5).

explore the scenario in which the oscillations of the modulus dominate the energy density of
the Universe at late times and, also, the case in which they are subdominant to the infaton or
radiation background. In all cases we fnd the non-thermal DM phase space distributions, and
the corresponding Ly-α bounds on the DM mass.

3.1 Perturbative infaton decay

Let us assume that the production of a DM particle χ proceeds through the two-body decay of
the infaton feld φ during reheating, i.e. through a process of the form φ → χ + ψ. The rest frame
decay rate for this process is given by Γφ→χψ = BrχΓφ, where Brχ denotes the branching ratio to
χ, and Γφ is the total decay rate of the infaton. We assume the coupling of χ with φ is suÿciently
weak to disregard the re-population of φ from inverse decays.8 Moreover, as in all other cases, we
assume that the couplings of χ to the visible sector or to itself are not strong enough to bring it
to kinetic and/or chemical equilibrium, and may therefore be disregarded. It must be emphasized

8This is an assumption which is justifed a posterori by requiring the generated DM density to match the
observed relic abundance.
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that, for simplicity, in each of the cases discussed in this paper we assume that 100% of the DM
relic abundance is produced by a single mechanism. In addition, we assume that the DM particles
do not have signifcant interactions between them.9 

In order to apply the procedure described in Section 2 for mapping the WDM bound onmWDM 
into a bound on the mass of χ, we must frst determine the form of the phase space distribution
fχ generated from decays of the infaton feld, by solving the Boltzmann transport equation

∂fχ ∂fχ− H|p| = C[fχ(|p|, t)] , (3.1)
∂t ∂|p| 

where C[fχ] denotes the collision term, determined by the infaton-DM interaction. In Appendix A
we provide the general form of this collision term, as well as the general solution of (3.1) in the
absence of inverse processes and in the free-streaming limit.

3.1.1 DM phase space distribution

Under the assumptions discussed above, the decay of the infaton to χ will be perturbative. If this
is true for all its decay channels, then φ is, on average, spatially homogeneous, and the phase space
distribution may be written as fφ(k, t) = (2π)3nφ(t)δ(3)(k), with nφ the instantaneous infaton
number density. Disregarding inverse decays, the collision term for the transport equation that
determines the distribution function for χ takes the formZ 

1 d3k gψ d
3pψ 

(2π)4δ(4)(k − p − pψ)C[fχ(p, t)] = 
2p0 (2π)32k0 (2π)32pψ0 

× |M|2 
φ→χψfφ(k) (1 ± fχ(p) ± fψ(pψ)) (3.2)Z 

πnφ gψ d
3pψ 

= δ(mφ − p0 − pψ0)δ(3)(p + pψ)|M|φ 
2 
→χψ (1 ± fχ(p) ± fψ(pψ))

4mφp0 RF pψ0 

2π2 
= nφΓφ→χψ(1 ± fχ(p0) ± fψ(εψ))δ(p0 − εψ) , (3.3)

gχε2 
ψ 

2 2 2where notations and conventions are detailed in the appendix. Here εψ = (m + m − mφ ψ DM)/2mφ 
denotes the energy of the daughter particle. The collision term can be further simplifed in the
limit when mDM,mψ � mφ, so that p0 ' |p| = p, and if the quantum statistics of the decay
products can be neglected.10 If this is the case we can simply write

8π2 
C[fχ(p, t)] = nφΓφ→χψδ(p − mφ/2) , (3.4)2gχmφ 

Substitution of this collision term into the transport equation (3.1) yields an equation that has an
exact solution in terms of the Hubble parameter H and the infaton occupation number [49,77],

16π2Γφ→χψnφ(t̂)
fχ(p, t) = θ(t − t̂) , (3.5)

3gχmφH(t̂) 

9As highlighted recently in [36,75] self-interactions could a˙ect the power spectrum, in particular for cases with
light DM masses. Moreover, we neglect thermal e˙ects that would give rise to a subdominant contribution for UV
freeze-in but have been shown to alter the produced DM phase space distribution in IR-dominated freeze-in specifc
scenarios [76].

10This is ensured provided that the e˙ective coupling yχ ≡ (8πΓφ→χψ /mφ)
1/2 � 10−5 .
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where t̂  is the solution to the equation

a(t)
= 
mφ 

. (3.6)
a(t̂) 2p 

In order to obtain a closed form for fχ we need to solve for the infaton number density and
the expansion rate. This can be achieved by integrating the Friedmann-Boltzmann system of
equations

ρ̇φ + 3Hρφ + Γφρφ = 0 , (3.7)
ρ̇r + 4Hρr − Γφρφ = 0 , (3.8)

ρφ + ρr = 3H2MP 
2 , (3.9)

√ 
where the reduced Planck isMP = 1/ 8πG (being G Newton’s gravitational constant) and where
we denote by ρφ and ρr the energy densities of the infaton condensate and that of its relativistic
decay products, respectively. Note that (3.8) is nothing but the integrated version of the transport
equation (3.1) for an ultrarelativistic species with Brr = 1. Straightforward integration gives [78]� �−3ρφ(t) ρend a(t) −Γφ(t−tend)nφ(t) = = e , (3.10)

mφ mφ aend 

where the sub-index “end” denotes quantities at the end of infation. For tend � t � Γ−1 theφ 
exponential in the previous expression can be disregarded: the Universe is dominated by the
matter-like oscillations of φ. Therefore, we may also approximate a ∝ t2/3 , and t̂  ' (2p/mφ)

3/2t.
Substitution into (3.5) yields the following expression for the phase space distribution of χ well
before the end of reheating at treh ' Γ−1 ,φ � �3/224π2BrχΓφ mφ

fχ(p, t) = t nφ(t) θ(mφ/2 − p)3gχm 2pφ(t � treh) � (3.11)�3/224π2nχ(t) mφ' θ(mφ/2 − p) .3gχm 2pφ 

Here we have approximated the number density of decay products as� �� �−3ρend a(t)−Γφ(t−tend)nχ(t) ' Brχ 1 − e . (3.12)
mφ aend 

obtained by counting the quanta produced from infaton decay. Note the consistency of (3.11)
with the defning relation (A.3) between fχ and nχ.

The distribution (3.11) will come handy for our study of non-thermal freeze-in in Section 5.2.
For our present purposes, though, this distribution is incomplete, as it lacks the high momentum
tail that will be generated when the infaton energy density begins to get exhausted. We must
therefore extend (3.11) beyond the end of reheating. As a frst approximation, we evaluate (3.5)

Γ−1at treh = , the moment of time at which the energy density in φ is approximately equal toφ 
that in radiation, ρφ ' ρr, and where Hreh ' 2Γφ/3. With the reheating temperature given by� �1/430ρrad

Treh = , (3.13)
rehπ2g∗s 
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where g∗s denotes the e˙ective number of relativistic degrees of freedom for entropy, we can
substitute into (3.5) to obtain

reh � �4 � �3/24π4Brχg∗s Treh mφ 1−(2p/mφ)
3/2 

fχ(p, treh) ' e θ(mφ/2 − p) . (3.14)
5gχ mφ 2p 

Naively, this distribution would evolve at later times simply in accordance to (A.6). However,
the production of entropy from infaton decay does not suddenly stop at treh, but continues for
some time into the radiation domination era. The continuous transition w = 0 → 1/3 makes the
analytical estimation of fχ beyond treh complicated, although not impossible (see e.g. [48, 79]).
Nevertheless, Eqs. (3.5) and (3.10) make an estimate of the shape of the tail of the distribution
straightforward. During radiation domination a ∝ t1/2 , implying that for momenta which satisfy
the relation treh � t̂ = (2p/mφ)

2t, the time-dependence of nφ yields"� #�22p t
(treh � (2p/mφ)

2t) fχ(p, t) ∝ exp θ(mφ/2 − p) , (3.15)
mφ treh 

i.e. a Gaussian tail.

A better approximation for fχ(p, t) beyond the end of reheating can be constructed by solving
numerically the Friedmann-Boltzmann system (3.7)-(3.9) together with (3.1) with collision term
(3.4). This solution is shown as the continuous black curve in Fig. 4, in the form of the rescaled

¯distribution fR, defned through the relation

reh � �4 � �34π4Brχg∗s Treh a0 ¯fχ(p, t) d3 p = T 3 fR(q) d
3 q . (3.16)

5gχ mφ a(t) ? 

Here q is defned as in (2.2), and in this scenario� 
0 �1/3 

mφ areh ∗s mφ
T? = = 

g
T0 . (3.17)

reh2 a0 g∗s 2Treh 
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The numerical solution was computed at t = 50treh, well beyond the matter-radiation equality
that signals the end of reheating. At this time the universe is dominated by radiation, and the
production of entropy from infaton decay has ceased. The particle population that was produced
during t < treh occupies the distribution at q < 1, while the population created during t > treh 
corresponds to the q > 1 tail. Shown in Fig. 4 is also the analytical solution (3.14), ignoring
the Heaviside cuto˙ at q = 1. As expected, this expression accurately describes the distribution

¯ −3/2at small momenta, fR ∝ q , but the tail is not matched. Given that we expect the large
momentum regime to be described by (3.15), we also show in the fgure, as an orange dashed
curve, a ftting function that mimics the low- and high-energy behavior of the distribution,

¯ −3/2 −0.74q2 
fR(q) ' 2.28 q e . (3.18)

¯This approximation is of the form (2.27), and provides an excellent ft to the exact form of fR.
Note the seeming mismatch between the ratio (t/treh)

1/2 and the ratio a(t)/areh through which q 
is defned, quantifed by the factor 0.74 in the exponent. This is due to the relatively complicated
dependence of the scale factor on time in the matter-radiation transition at the end of reheating,
a˙ecting the high-energy tail of the distribution.

3.1.2 Power spectrum and Ly-α constraints

With the phase space distribution for DM produced from direct infaton decay, we can now
make use of Eq. (2.25) to map the WDM Ly-α constraints on the DM mass for this scenario.
Straightforward calculation gives the following rescaling of the bound on the DM mass,� �4/3 

� �1/3106.75 
mDM & 

mWDM 
reh3 keV g∗s ⎧ � �� �⎪3.78 MeV , Numerical ,⎨ mφ 1010 GeV× 4.11 MeV , Analytical , (3.19)
3 × 1013 GeV Treh ⎩⎪ 

3.79 MeV , Fit . 

The numerical, analytical and ft approximations correspond to the numerically computed distri-
bution shown in Fig. 4, to (3.14), and to (3.18), respectively. For low reheating temperatures the
bound on the NCDM mass becomes signifcantly larger than that for WDM. This can be under-
stood by fxing the infaton mass and decreasing progressively the reheating temperature. The
bulk of DM is produced around the reheating temperature with typical momentum p ∼ mφ/2,
regardless of the radiation temperature. Reducing the reheating temperature therefore prevents
the momentum of the DM particle from redshifting too much, resulting in a hotter spectrum at
the present time than that expected for large reheating temperatures.

Fig. 5 shows the form of the transfer function for the matter power spectrum, as computed
with CLASS [44, 45]. Depicted are the results for the numerical, analytical and ft approximations
to fχ. The rightmost set of curves shows the form of each T (k) for a reheating temperature
Treh = 1010 GeV, and masses given by Eq. (3.19). The overlap of all three curves with each other,
and with the reference WDM transfer function, demonstrates the validity of our method for this
DM production mechanism. At kWDM the relative di˙erence between WDM and the numerical1/2 
result is in particular smaller than 10−3 , c.f. Fig. 3. The leftmost cluster of curves shows the
form of T (k) for the three approximations for a larger reheating temperature, Treh = 1012 GeV,
assuming a mass of 10 keV. These curves do not overlap with the WDM bound, and they di˙er
slightly between each other, albeit the agreement between the numerical and ft cases is still
excellent.
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Figure 5. Linear transfer function for the scenario in which DM is produced by infaton decay, assuming
the numerical, analytical or ftted phase space distributions described in Section 3.1, by taking the mass
estimated in (3.19) and identical reheating temperatures, Treh = 1010 GeV. The transfer function for the
WDM case is shown for comparison with a dashed black line. We depicted as well the transfer function for
numerical, analytical or ftted phase space distributions with identical masses and reheating temperature,
Treh = 1012 GeV.

3.1.3 Relic density and phenomenology

We now discuss the phenomenological implications of a lower bound on a light DM particle
produced from infaton decay. Given a reheating temperature and a DM mass, the normalization
of the distribution function is determined by the value of the present DM fraction Ωχ = ρχ/ρc,
where ρc ' 1.05×10−5h2GeV cm−3 is the present critical density of the Universe [80]. Integration
of (3.16) at t � treh gives � �4 � �3 

reh Treh a0 
nχ(t) ' 0.70π2Brχg T? 

3 , (3.20)∗s mφ a(t) 

which in turn yields � �� �� �� � 
Brχ mDM Treh 3 × 1013 GeV 

Ωχh
2 ' 0.1 . (3.21)

5.5 × 10−4 1 MeV 1010 GeV mφ 

Combining the bounds on the DM mass (3.19) and on the relic abundance (3.21), the following
constraint can be derived for the branching ratio of the decay of the infaton into dark matter,� �1/3 � �4/3 greh 3 keV ∗sBrχ . 1.5 × 10−4 . (3.22)

106.5 mWDM 

Note the universality of this bound: it is independent of the infaton mass and the reheating
temperature. As mentioned earlier, such a limit will apply even in the absence of tree-level
couplings between the infaton and DM. Assuming a dominant fermionic decay channel of the
infaton, with these decay products in turn coupled to DM through an e˙ective interaction of the
following form,

1 ¯L = yφff̄ +
Λ2 ffχχ ,¯ (3.23)
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(which could arise from the exchange of a massive feld with mass ∼ Λ), a non-vanishing decay
rate for the φ → χ̄χ process is induced at 1-loop [46],� � 52 π2 m 

Γφ→ ̄  ' 
y 

1 + φ 
, (3.24)χχ 

128π5 4 Λ4 

1 mφcorresponding to Brχ = 
16π4 (1 + π2 

)( )4 . Substitution into (3.22) reveals that4 Λ � �1/12 � �1/3106.5 mWDM
Λ & 2 mφ , (3.25)

greh 3 keV ∗s 

a condition consistent with the form of the e˙ective action (3.23), assumed to be valid at all times
during reheating.

We fnish this section by emphasizing that the bounds (3.19) and (3.22) apply for the per-
turbative decay of the infaton φ while it oscillates about a quadratic minimum. A di˙erent
production mechanism, e.g. through perturbative decay in a non-quadratic potential [81–83], or
via non-adiabatic particle production [84–89], will lead to a di˙erent constraint on Brχ.

3.2 Moduli decays

The infaton is not necessarily the only scalar condensate that can decay in the early Universe. In
many BSM constructions, notably supersymmetric and string SM extensions, a plethora of weakly-
interacting unstable scalar felds, collectively known as moduli, arise [90–95]. During infation,
these moduli can be excited away from the minima of their potential, resulting in a posterior roll
towards these minima. Depending on the initial misalignment, and the masses of the moduli,
the subsequent oscillations about the minima may eventually dominate the energy density of
the Universe. The decay of these felds would then reheat the Universe at temperatures below
the infationary reheating temperature, diluting any relics produced earlier (such as DM) and
the baryon asymmetry. This process would also lead to deviations from the standard Big Bang
Nucleosynthesis (BBN), which is strongly constrained by the data, unless Treh & 1 MeV [96, 97].

If a modulus Z has a non-vanishing branching ratio to DM, the Ly-α bounds derived in the
previous section can be mapped to its decay (provided that mZ � mDM) simply by replacing the
infaton mass and reheating temperatures with their corresponding modulus values. In particular,
for the mass bound, we can write� � �1/3 � �� ��4/3mWDM 106.75 mZ 1 MeV 

mDM & 12.6 GeV , (3.26)
reh,Z3 keV g∗s 10 TeV Treh,Z 

reh reh,Zwhile (3.22) remains unchanged, except for the replacement g∗s → g∗s . Note that for moduli
with masses mZ & 100 TeV, the lower bound on the DM mass is & 100 GeV, on the range
of electroweak-scale DM candidates such as the lightest neutralino. Moreover, the late decay
of Z would ensure that the non-thermal phase space distribution (3.18) remains imprinted into
this relic. This is due to the fact that most of the DM is produced around Treh,Z , well below
the corresponding thermal decoupling (freeze-out) temperature. Fig. 6 shows the limit (3.26) in
the mass vs. reheating temperature plane, excluding the model-dependent Treh,Z > mZ region.
Note the wide range of values for mDM. We emphasize that this kind of constraint must be
accounted for in any discussion regarding DM production in non-standard thermal histories, with
an intermediate matter-dominated epoch between the end of reheating and BBN [98–104]. For a
suÿciently large branching ratio of Z to χ, this non-thermal production can dominate over DM
freeze-out, which would have occurred during the modifed expansion history. We fnally mention
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Figure 6. Ly-α constraint on the DM mass, as a function of the modulus mass mZ and reheating
temperature, in the case in which the oscillation of Z dominates the energy density of the Universe,
leading to entropy production upon its decay. The gray region corresponds to Treh,Z > mZ , where in-
medium and/or non-perturbative e˙ects may determine the decay of Z. At mZ = 3×1013 GeV the infaton
decay scenario is recovered.

that it is typical of the decay of a modulus into dark matter to occur in two stages, Z → A → χ,
where A is an intermediate unstable particle, such as the gravitino. This scenario is studied in
detail in Section 4.2. As we show there, although the phase space distribution of A and χ di˙er
noticeably in their shape, the rescaled bound on mDM is only corrected by an O(1) factor in some
regimes.

Our main focus in this section is instead stabilized moduli: scalar condensates that oscillate
and subsequently decay in the early Universe, while never dominating the energy budget of the
Universe [105–123]. Without modifying infation [124], this is typically achieved in model-building
by introducing additional interactions that rise the mass of the modulus, increasing its decay rate,
and by decreasing the amount of initial misalignment.

It is important to realize that for a subdominant decaying scalar, the post-infationary back-
ground dynamics will be determined by either the oscillating infaton, or by its redshifting rela-
tivistic decay products. Therefore, it is necessary to distinguish between three di˙erent scenarios:
(a) the modulus begins oscillating and decays during reheating, (b) the modulus begins oscillating
during reheating, but decays during radiation domination, or (c) the modulus oscillates and decays
during radiation domination. We now proceed to determine the phase space distribution in all
three cases, to subsequently determine the Ly-α bounds and the corresponding phenomenologies.
As we discuss below, the observed DM abundance can be obtained from the decay of a stabilized
modulus when its energy density is much smaller than that of radiation.

3.2.1 DM phase space distribution

Case a: Oscillation and decay during reheating (mZ > ΓZ > Γφ)
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We begin by studying the scenario in which the feld Z begins its oscillations during the matter-
dominated reheating, and fully decays before the end of reheating. Given that we follow the decay

nZ (t)δ
(3)(k),of a classical condensate, its distribution function will be of the form fZ (k, t) = (2π)3 

where nZ is the modulus number density (see Eq. (A.3)), and hence the DM distribution will be
given by (3.5), upon replacing φ → Z. The solution of Eq. (3.6), necessary to determine the cosmic-
time dependence of fχ, can be found in a straightforward way, and is given by t̂ = (2p/mZ )

3/2t.
Moreover, the number density of the decaying Z is found by integration of (3.7), again replacing
φ → Z, � �−3ρosc a(t) −ΓZ (t−tosc)nZ (t) = e . (3.27)

mZ aosc 

Here the subindex ‘osc’ refers to the beginning of the oscillation of Z, which occurs at tosc ' 
3 Hosc ' mZ . Assuming, as we did for the infaton, a quadratic minimum for the potential of2 

1 2 Z2Z, we can write ρosc ' m 0 , where Z0 denotes the value of Z at the initial misalignment.2 Z 
Straightforward substitution gives then� �2 � �3/2 mZ

fχ(p, t) ' 
12π2Brχ Z0ΓZ 

e −(ΓZ t)(2p/mZ )
3/2+(ΓZ /mZ )θ(mZ /2 − p) . (3.28)2gχ(ΓZ t) mZ 2p 

Γ−1In analogy to the infaton case, we estimate the decoupling time to be t = . The e˙ectZ 
of any subsequent production is to populate the exponential tail of the distribution. Hence, in
what follows we evaluate the distribution at this decoupling time, and disregard the e˙ect of the
Heaviside function. Moreover, we will always work in the limit when ΓZ � mZ , as is the case
even for stabilized moduli.

To evolve the distribution at later times we make use of the decoupled-regime solution (A.6).
Note that in order to apply it we need to account for the redshift that occurs from the decay of Z 
to the end of reheating, and the subsequent redshift from the end of reheating to present times.
Since � �1/3 � �� �2/3 a(t) a(t)/a0 a(t)/a0 a(t) greh Treh ΓZ∗s = = ' , (3.29)

adec adec/a0 (adec/areh)(areh/a0) a0 g∗ 
0 
s T0 Γφ 

we can fnally write, at late times, � �2 � �2 � �316π2Brχ Z0 ΓZ a(t) 
T 3 ¯fχ(p, t) d3 p ' ?,afM,a(q) d

3 q , (3.30)
gχ mZ mZ a0 

where � �1/3 � �2/30 
∗s Γφ

T?,a = 
mZ g

T0 , (3.31)
reh2Treh g∗s ΓZ 

and
3 3/2¯ −3/2 −qfM,a(q) = q e . (3.32)
4 

Fig. 7 shows the form of this rescaled distribution (blue, solid curve). The low momentum power-
law dependence and the exponential tail are evident. Clearly, this distribution is of the form (2.27)
with α = −γ = 3/2 and β = 1.

Case b: Oscillation during reheating, decay after reheating (mZ > Γφ > ΓZ )
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functions of the rescaled momentum q, for DM produced from modulus decay. For the case mZ > Γφ > ΓZ ,
the reheating-radiation domination transition scale qZ has been chosen here to be qZ = 1/4, and both the
analytical approximation and a numerical solution are shown.

Let us now consider the case for which Z starts oscillating during reheating, and its decay is
not completed until the subsequent radiation domination. It is crucial to notice that when this
occurs there are two possible solutions for Eq. (3.6),⎧ � �2 ⎪t 2p 

, p > preh � �1/2⎨ mZ mZ treh 
t̂  ' � � , preh ≡ . (3.33)�3/4 �3/2 2 tt 2p⎪⎩treh , p < preh , 

treh mZ 

Here we have assumed for simplicity a sharp transition from matter to radiation domination at
treh, with a ∝ t2/3 in the former case and a ∝ t1/2 in the later case. This approximation necessarily
leads to a discontinuity in the Hubble parameter, which will translate into a discontinuity in the
distribution function fχ. This is nothing but an artifact of our approximations, and it has minimal
phenomenological consequences as we will show below.

For p > preh we have t̂  > treh. In this case we write the number density of Z as follows,� �−3 � �−3 
ρosc areh a(t̂) −ΓZ (t̂−tosc)nZ (t̂) ' e 
mZ aosc areh� �2 � �31 Γφ mZ −(ΓZ t)(2p/mZ )

2 ' mZ Z0
2 (Γφt)

−3/2 e , (3.34)
2 mZ 2p 

and � �21 mZ
H(t̂) ' . (3.35)

2t 2p 

On the other hand, if p < preh, t̂  < treh. Therefore,� �−3ρosc a(t) −ΓZ (t̂−tosc)nZ (t̂) ' e 
mZ aosc � �2 � �3 

" � �� �3/2 
# 

1 Γφ mZ ΓZ 2p' mZ Z0
2 (Γφt)

−3/2 exp − (Γφt)3/4 , (3.36)
2 mZ 2p Γφ mZ 
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and � �3/22 mZ
H(t̂) ' Γφ (Γφt)

−3/4 . (3.37)
3 2p 

By substituting into (3.5) and evaluating at tdec = Γ−1 we obtain the distribution at decoupling.Z 
Moreover, noting that in this case the redshift occurs in the absence of intermediate entropy
production, we can fnally write the form of the distribution at late times in the following simplifed
way, � �2 � �2 � �3/2 � �316π2Brχ Z0 Γφ ΓZ a(t)

fχ(p, t) d3 p ' T 3 f̄  
M,b(q) d

3 q , (3.38)
gχ mZ mZ Γφ a0 

?,b 

with � 
0 �1/3 
∗sT?,b = 

mZ g
T0 , (3.39)

reh2Tdec g∗s 
decwhere Tdec = (45/(2π2g ))1/4(ΓZ MP )

1/2 denotes the background temperature at the moment∗s 
of decay, and ⎧ 

2⎪q−1e−q , q > qZ �⎨ ΓZ 
�1/2 

f̄M,b(q) = 
1/2 

, qZ ≡ . (3.40)⎪3 1/2 3/2⎩ −3/2 −q q Γφ q q e Z , q < qZZ4 
This rescaled distribution is shown in Fig. 7 for qZ = 1/4. The analytical expression (3.40) is

shown as the light green dot-dashed curve. It shows the di˙erent scaling with q for q > qZ and
q < qZ , with a jump at q = qZ . As we mention above, this discontinuity is an artifact of our
approximations, demonstrated by the dark green, dotted curve in this same fgure, which shows
the fully numerical solution, which interpolates smoothly between the two regimes. Note that
for qZ ∼ 1 the ftting function (2.27) fails to accurately describe the distribution. Nevertheless,
for qZ � 1, it accurately describes the DM phase space distribution for any q ∼ O(1), with
α = −β = −1 and γ = 2.

Case c: Oscillation and decay during radiation domination (Γφ > mZ > ΓZ )

For the last case we assume that the beginning of the oscillation of Z is delayed beyond the
end of reheating, due to a rapidly decaying infaton, a relatively light Z, or a combination of both.
The absence of a matter-radiation crossover during oscillations, and of an intermediate entropy
production regime, make this analysis straightforward. The solution of (3.6) is simply given by
t̂ = t(2p/mZ ), and from it we obtain the following expressions for the number density in Z,� �2 

−(ΓZ t)(2p/mZ )
2 

nZ (t̂) ' 
1

2 
mZ Z0

2(mZ t)
3/2 m 

2p 
Z 

e , (3.41)

and the Hubble parameter, � �21 mZ
H(t̂) = . (3.42)

2t 2p 
Substitution into (3.5) and (A.6) � �2 � �3/2 � �316π2Brχ Z0 ΓZ a(t) ¯fχ(p, t) d3 p ' T 3 (q) d3 q , (3.43)?,cfM,c gχ mZ mZ a0 

with T?,c = T?,b and
¯ −1 −q2 
fM,c(q) = q e . (3.44)

The resulting distribution is trivially of the form (2.27), and is shown in Fig. 7 as the red, dashed
curve.
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3.2.2 Power spectrum and Ly-α constraints

The analytical determination of the phase space distributions in all cases allows us to map the
WDM Ly-α constraints to the production of DM from moduli decay. The main hurdle consists in
the evaluation of the second moment of the distribution in the case when the oscillation and the
decay of Z occur in di˙erent epochs,⎧ 

Γ(7/3) , mZ > ΓZ > Γφ ⎪⎨ 
2 Γ(7/3)hq 2i = e−qZ (1 + q2 ) − q4 E−4/3(q

2 ) + , mZ > Γφ > ΓZ , (3.45)
Z Z Z 2/3 

q⎪ Z⎩1 , Γφ > mZ > ΓZ . 

Here En(x) denotes the exponential integral function. Nevertheless, we fnd the following to be a
good approximation, ⎧p� �1/3 −4/3� 0 ⎨ Γ(7/3)q , ΓZ > Γφ ,mWDM 

�4/3 g∗s mZ Z 
mDM & 3.78 keV × (3.46)

reh3 keV g Tdec ⎩∗s 1 , Γφ > ΓZ . 

As expected, the limit on the DM mass is weakened if Z decays during reheating, relative to Z 
decay during radiation domination. In this case, DM is cooled down in two stages: from the
redshift from tdec to treh and from the subsequent redsift from the end of infation to the present
epoch.

Fig. 8 shows the transfer function for stabilized modulus decay compared to WDM with
mWDM = 1 and 3 keV, for the three cases discussed in this section. The overlap between NCDM
and WDM is good for all shown scales, albeit a slight shift can be observed for mWDM = 1 keV. As
Fig. 3 shows, the relative di˙erence is in all cases . 1%. The DM masses are taken from (3.46),
where the modulus mass and decay temperature are in turn chosen to be mZ ' 3 × 106 GeV 
and Tdec ' 1 GeV for case (a), mZ ' 5 × 107 GeV and Tdec ' 800 GeV for case (b), and mZ ' 
3 × 108 GeV and Tdec ' 105 GeV for case (c). These values are motivated by our discussion of
the phenomenology of a strongly stabilized Polonyi-like modulus, in Sec. 3.2.3. For these choices
of the Z mass and decay temperature both the Lyman-α bound and the closure fraction bound
Ωχh

2 ' 0.1 are saturated (see Fig. 9).

3.2.3 Relic density and phenomenology

We now consider the possible phenomenological consequences of the Ly-α bound on mDM found
above. We frst determine the DM relic abundance from stabilized moduli decays. Integration
of Eqs. (3.30), (3.38) and (3.43) provides the following expression for the late-time DM number
density, ⎧� �2ΓZ 

T 3 mZ > ΓZ > Γφ 
mZ� �2 ⎨⎪� �2 � �3/2 

?,a , 

Z0 Γφ ΓZ nχ(t0) = 4Brχ × T 3 mZ > Γφ > ΓZ , (3.47)
?,b , mZ mZ Γφ � �3/2ΓZ⎪⎩ T 3 Γφ > mZ > ΓZ .?,c , mZ 

As mentioned above, the discontinuity in the phase space distribution for χ is not inherited by
the number density, justifying our approximations. We emphasize that our results are valid only
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Figure 8. Linear transfer function for the scenario where DM is produced by moduli decay, for the cases
(a), (b) and (c) described in Section 3.2.1. The transfer function for the Warm Dark Matter case is shown
in gray and black dashed lines, with mDM = 1, 3 keV, respectively, for comparison. The numerical values
chosen for mDM are estimated from Eq. (3.46), with mZ and Tdec given by the values that saturate the
Ly-α and abundance constraints for the strongly stabilized Polonyi scenario discussed in Section 3.2.3,
shown as stars in Fig. 9 (see text for details).

if the feld Z does not dominate the energy budget of the Universe at any time. For the frst
scenario, decay before reheating, this is ensured for Z0 � MP , since if ρosc < ρφ(tosc) then it will
continue being so until the decay of Z. For the other two cases we must ensure that the energy
density in radiation, ρr, is always greater than ρZ . Since the oscillating modulus redshifts more
slowly than the background radiation, it is suÿcient to enforce this condition at Z-decay. With

1 2 Z2 M2ρZ (tdec) ' m 0 (aosc/adec)
3 and ρr(tdec) ' Γ2 (areh/adec)

4 , we can evaluate the scale factors2 Z φ P 
explicitly to obtain that ⎧� �1/2Γφ� �2 ⎨⎪ , mZ > Γφ > ΓZ

ρZ (tdec) 1 Z0 ΓZ' × � �1/2 
(3.48)

ρr(tdec) 2 MP ⎪ mZ⎩ , Γφ > mZ > ΓZ . 
ΓZ 

This ratio must be < 1 if our present analysis is to be valid. Otherwise, a Z-dominated epoch
occurs, and the bound (3.26) applies. Note that for a branching ratio Brχ = 1, the condition
ρZ � ρr is necessary to obtain the observed DM abundance. For example, saturating the Ly-α 
bound (3.46) one obtains Ωχh2 ∼ 270(ρZ /ρr) for cases b and c.

We now consider as a proof-of-concept example a particular realization of modulus stabiliza-
tion, corresponding to a strongly stabilized Polonyi feld11 in N = 1 supergravity, stabilized by the
non-minimal addition to the Kähler potential ΔK = −(ZZ̄)2/Λ2 [107–111,118]. For our purposesZ 
it is suÿcient to note the following values of the Polonyi modulus mass, its misalignment, and its

11The Polonyi feld, if left unstabilized, is an example of a problematic modulus for BBN that can arise in
N = 1 supergravity [125–129]. This feld, responsible for the breaking of supersymmetry, communicates with the
SM through Planck-suppressed interactions. It is also relatively light: its mass of the order of the gravitino mass,
which in turn is parametrically related to the scale at which supersymmetry is broken. Moreover, typically its
initial misalignment is O(MP ).
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modulus defned by (3.49). Shown are the regions excluded by Z-domination (entropy production) and by
the Ly-α constraint, assuming Brχ = 1. The allowed parameter space is divided into the regions where
Z oscillates and decays after reheating (left), where it begins oscillations during reheating, and decays
after reheating (middle), and where it oscillates and decays during reheating (right). The orange curve
corresponds to Ωχh

2 = 0.1 for mDM = 100 GeV. Above it, DM is overproduced. The stars correspond
to the points selected to construct the transfer functions shown in Fig. 8. Where necessary, the gravitino
mass is chosen m3/2 = 10−13MP . See [118] for further details.

decay rate
√� � 3 M3√ Λ2 3 3mMP 3/2 PZ mZ = 12 m3/2 , Z0 = √ , ΓZ = . (3.49)

ΛZ πΛ56MP Z 

Here m3/2 & O(10 TeV) is the gravitino mass for this particular case of gravity-mediated su-
persymmetry breaking, and ΛZ � MP . Hence, the entropy production problem is averted by
simultaneously increasing the Z mass well above the electroweak scale, by reducing the misalign-
ment to deep sub-Planckian values, and by enhancing the decay rate. The dominant decay channel
of Z is to two gravitinos, which then subsequently decay into the lightest neutralino. Although
in this example this decay chain implies that the (rescaled) DM distribution will not be exactly

¯given by the fM,i(q), the scaling of the Ly-α constraint will be maintained up to O(1) corrections
(see Section 4.2).

Fig. 9 shows the allowed parameter space for ΛZ as a function of the quantity d−2/3 
m3/2/mφ,φ 

3where Γφ = d2 /MP 
2 . Here dφ . O(10−1) includes the infaton-matter (or radiation) couplingsφmφ 

and the phase space factors of the width. This parametrization is chosen to coincide with that
of [118], and is inspired by the Planck-suppressed decays which are a generic feature of supersym-
metric reheating (see e.g. [119,130]). As it can be seen, when the stabilization scale is close to the
Planck scale, the modulus ceases to be strongly stabilized, and it dominates the energy budget of
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the Universe after infation. This is averted for⎧ !1/133 
3/2⎪ m ⎨1.5 , mZ > Γφ > ΓZ ,

M2 
ΛZ . MP × P Γφ (3.50)� �1/6m3/2⎪⎩1.4 , Γφ > mZ > ΓZ . 

MP 

In this fgure we have also shown the domain restricted by Ly-α observations. We observe that
it extends the disallowed region (due to entropy production) by about an order of magnitude in
ΛZ . Its boundary, and the orange line for which the observed DM abundance is obtained for
mDM = 100 GeV, are determined through the following expression,� �1/4 � �106.75 mχ
Ωχh

2 ' 0.1 
greh 100 GeV⎧∗s � �9/2 � �−1/2

10−13MPΛZ⎪ , Γφ > mZ ,⎨ 6.2 × 1014 GeV m3/2 × � �5 � � � (3.51)�3/2 10−13MPΛZ mφ⎪dφ , mZ > Γφ .⎩ 2.4 × 1015 GeV 3 × 1013 GeV m3/2 

In the parameter range shown in the fgure, the Ly-α and DM abundance constraints are simul-
taneously saturated for ⎧� �3/13 � �2/13⎪ 1.3 × 10−5 10−13MP� �4/3 ⎨ , mZ > Γφ > ΓZ , 
mDM ' 3.5 MeV 

mWDM × dφ m3/2
3 keV ⎪⎩ 

1 , Γφ > mZ > ΓZ , 
(3.52)

−2/3 
, 10−10},assuming Brχ = 1. For d m3/2/mφ = {10−1 , 10−6 mDM ' {3.99 GeV, 71.3 MeV,φ 

3.70 MeV}, c.f. Fig. 8. We fnish by noting that for this particular stabilization scenario, the Ly-α 
constraint is irrelevant compared to the requirement that Ωχh2 ' 0.1 assuming electroweak-scale
LSP masses. Nevertheless, the power spectrum bound may be relevant for alternative construc-
tions in which the modulus mass and the DM mass are independent.

4 Freeze-in via decay 

In the previous section we considered the production of DM from the decay of the spatially ho-
mogeneous condensate. We now extend our discussion to decays of particles with distributions
populated above the zero-momentum mode. Specifcally, we will determine the phase space dis-
tribution and the mass lower bound for DM produced from the decay of a thermalized relic, and
from the decay of a non-thermalized infaton decay product. As in all cases, we will assume that
DM interactions are suÿciently suppressed to prevent it from reaching kinetic and/or chemical
equilibrium. For this reason we dub this scenario freeze-in through decays [6].

4.1 Thermal decay

4.1.1 DM phase space distribution

Let us frst consider the decay of a population of particles in thermal equilibrium, which decays
during radiation domination totally or partially into DM. For defniteness we will assume again
that the unstable particle, denoted here by A, decays to DM, χ, via a two-body channel, A → χ+ψ.
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The integration of the corresponding collision term can be performed in complete analogy to
the infaton decay scenario (see Eq. (3.2)). Noting in particular that, for a two-body decay, the
unpolarized amplitude squared is determined solely by the masses of the initial and fnal state
particles, we can write Z|M|2 

A→χψ d3k gψ d
3pψ 

(2π)4δ(4)(k − p − pψ)fA(k0)C[fχ(p, t)] = 02p0 (2π)32k0 (2π)32p Z ψ 
k+BrχΓAmA 

= q dk0 fA(k0) , (4.1)
2 2p0 p − m k−
0 DM 

where

2 2 2 22m = p0(mDMk± A + mDM − mψ) q 
2 2 4 4 4 2 2 2 2 2 2± (p − mDM)(m + m − 2m − 2m − 2mψm ) . (4.2)0 A DM + mψ DMmψ DMmA A 

Note that up to this point no assumptions have been made regarding the form of fA. For our
exploration of the decay of a thermalized relic A into DM, we can assume that mA � mDM,mψ,
and substitute a thermal Bose-Einstein (BE) of Fermi-Dirac (FD) form for fA,

1 
fA(k0) = . (4.3)

k0/T ± 1e 

Substitution into (4.1) yields the following collision term,Z ∞BrχΓAmA dk0C[fχ(p, t)] ' 22 m k0/T ± 1p A ep+ 
4p � � 2 �� BrχΓAmAT p mA= (±) ln 1 ± exp − − . (4.4)

p2 T 4pT 

Disregarding the inverse decay process, and recalling the relation between time and temperature
during radiation domination, � �1/2

π2g∗ρ(T ) T 2 1 
H = ' , (4.5)

90 MP 2t 

the solution of the transport equation (3.1) is a straightfoward application of the freeze-in solution
(A.4). After some algebraic manipulation, the DM phase space distribution can be cast in the
following form [131,132] � �1/2 Z 

ΓAT 2MPl 90 2/3 
mA/T 

2 −2/3 −1/2
fχ (p, T ) =(±)Brχ g∗s (T ) dxx g∗s (mA/x) g∗ρ (mA/x)2m2 π2p 0A " !#� � � � 1 � � 1 

1 d log g∗s p g∗s(mA/x) 3 x2T g∗s(T ) 3 
× 1 − ln 1 ± exp − − . 

3 d log x T g∗s(T ) 4p g∗s(mA/x) 
(4.6)

Such expression is valid up to the decoupling temperature T > Tdec ∼ mA below which the dark
matter production from the thermal bath is negligible.

A closed form for fχ for either bosonic or fermionic A is not available, and (4.6) must be
integrated numerically. These distributions are presented in Fig. 10 in the limit when T � mA � 
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¯Figure 10. The rescaled distribution function fTD, defned in (4.7), as a function of the rescaled momen-
tum q = p/T , assuming T � mA � T0. Solid: the numerically computed phase space distributions for a
fermionic (blue) or bosonic (red) decaying thermalized particle. Dashed: the phenomenological fts (4.8).

Treh, by neglecting the temperature evolution of the e˙ective degrees of freedom during production,
in terms of the rescaled distribution r 

dec 
f̄TD(q) ≡ 

g∗s πmA 
2 

fχ(q) . (4.7)
90 BrχΓAMP 

0Here q = p/T , noting that (4.5) can be extended up to recombination, where g∗s ' g . The∗s 
continuous red (blue) curve corresponds to a decaying fermion (boson) A. It is worth noting that
the di˙erence between the two curves is relatively small, which suggests that a phenomenological
Maxwell-Boltzmann-like ft could describe these distributions. Indeed, Fig. 10 also shows two
dashed curves which correspond to the following ftting functions,( 

3.38 , FD ,¯ −1/2 −qfTD(q) ' q e × (4.8)
3.77 , BE . 

Save for the ftting factors, the functional form for this expression may trivially be obtained fromh � �i � � 
2T 2T(4.6) in the Maxwell-Boltzmann limit, for which ln 1 ± exp − p − x → ± exp − p − x 

T 4p T 4p 
[72,133,134]. Worth noting is the mapping of the exponential tail from the thermalized progenitor
A to the daughter particles. Nevertheless, the low-momentum behavior is di˙erent, manifesting
the lack of thermal equilibrium in the χ sector. This distribution is of the form (2.27), with γ = 1.

4.1.2 Power spectrum and Ly-α constraints

The fact that the phase space distribution of χ is quasi-thermal suggests that the power spectrum
should match the one of WDM. Fig. 11 attests the reliability of this matching. The leftmost set of
curves shows the transfer functions for the thermal decay cases with BE or FD initial states with
masses determined by Eq. (2.25), which in this case corresponds to the following rescaled bound,⎧ � � �1/3 ⎨⎪7.51 keV , FD ,�4/3 106.75mWDM 

mDM & × 7.32 keV , BE , (4.9)
3 keV g∗s(mA) ⎪⎩

7.43 keV , Fit . 
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Figure 11. Linear transfer function for the scenario where DM is produced by decay of a thermalized
particle (denoted by A in the main text), assuming a Fermi-Dirac (FD), Bose-Einstein (BE) or a ftting
phase space distribution as described in Section 3.1, by taking the mass estimated in Eq. (4.9). The transfer
function for the WDM case is shown for comparison in a black dashed line. Also depicted here are the
transfer functions for FD, BE and ftted phase space distribution (4.8) with identical masses mDM = 3 keV.

Here ‘ft’ stands for both the FD and BE approximations (4.8), which di˙er only by a q-independent
numerical factor. The overlap of these transfer functions with the WDM result is evident in the
whole range of scales shown in the fgure, the relative deviation being ' 1% at kWDM (see Fig. 3).1/2 
In Fig. 11 we also show the form of T (k) if we consider a smaller DMmass, and ignore the di˙erence
in statistics. In this case, all three curves shift to the left, as expected, but the di˙erence between
them remains small. As mentioned earlier, this is the result of the relatively minimal dependence
of fχ on the spin of the decaying particle A.

4.1.3 Relic density and phenomenology

In addition to the power spectrum constraint on the mass discussed above, one must address the
limit from the DM abundance which determines the normalization of the χ distribution function.
Integration of fχ gives the following expression for the DM number density at late times, T � Treh,� �3/2 

(
√ gχBrχΓAMP T 3 1 4.58 , FD , 

nχ(T ) ' 90 g∗s(T ) × (4.10)2 dec2π3mA g∗s 4.89 , BE . 

Correspondingly, (� �� �3/2 � �� �� �2 gχ 106.5 mDM ΓA 1 TeV 1.17 , FD ,
Ωχh

2 ' 0.12 Brχ ×
dec2 g∗s 6 keV 10−14 GeV mA 1.02 , BE . 

(4.11)
Except for the number of degrees of freedom, which we consistently normalize to the SM value,
the normalizations chosen in the previous equation are inspired by the decay of thermalized super-
symmetric particles into light DM candidates, such as the Higgsino → axino + Higgs production
process in R-parity violating DFSZ models [135,136], for which� �21 µ

Γ(H̃ → ã+ H) = µ , (4.12)
8π fa 
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with the µ-term parameter µ ∼ 500 GeV, and the Peccei-Quinn scale fa ∼ 1010 GeV. Similarly
to the infaton decay case, a mass-independent constraint on the branching ratio to DM from the
decay of the thermalized A could be derived. Nevertheless, this bound would not be universal,
as the mass and width of A are model dependent, as opposed to the infaton decay case (see Eq.
(3.22)).

4.2 Non-thermal decay

4.2.1 DM phase space distribution

Let us now assume that the particle A whose decay produces the DM interacts very weakly with
the SM and was produced via infaton decay, but does not reach thermal equilibrium. Unlike in
the previously studied thermal case, this particle cannot be assumed to be produced abundantly
in the thermal plasma during the decay of the latter, Therefore, in principle the imprint that its
decay leaves on its phase space distribution must be taken into account.

Disregarding the e˙ect of Bose enhancement/Pauli blocking, and the inverse decay process,
the Boltzmann equation satisfed by this non-thermal unstable relic is given by [137]

∂fA ∂fA mAΓA− Hp = −q fA . (4.13)
∂t ∂p 2 2m + pA 

This equation can be exactly solved in the relativistic and non-relativistic regimes. In both cases
the decay of A proceeds exponentially in time. For this reason we will be content to approximate
the evolution of fA as that of a free-streaming particle until its sudden decay, which occurs at⎧ 

ΓA
Γ−1 
A , � 1 ,⎪ HA⎨⎛ ⎞ 

tdec ' 2/3 (4.14)
mφhqAi ΓA⎝ ⎠ , � 1 .⎪ 1/2⎩ HA2mAΓAΓφ 

Here HA denotes the Hubble parameter at the time when A becomes non-relativistic. We have
estimated the e˙ective lifetime as the inverse of the mean fA prefactor in the right-hand side of
(4.13) [138].

With the previous arguments in mind, for t < tdec we write the collision term for χ (4.1) as� �4 � �� � 
4π4 rehg∗s BrχBrAΓAmA Treh mφ arehC[fχ(p, t)] = 

5gAp2 mφ 2 a(t)Z ∞ z dz ¯ × r fR (z) , (4.15)2 
2p a(t) m

A a(t) � �2− 2mAa(t)2pmφ 
mφareh 

mφ areh areh z2 + 

¯where the distribution for infaton decay products fR, given in terms of the 3D momentum mag-
nitude, was defned in (3.16). In this expression BrA stands for the branching ratio of the decay
from infaton to A. Substitution into the general freeze-in solution (A.4) gives� �48π4 rehg∗s BrχBrAΓAmA Treh −2fχ(p, tdec) = q

5gAmφ mφ 
dec Z Z ∞tdec 0 a(t

0) z dz ¯ × dt � �2 r fR(z) , (4.16)
a(t0) � �21 mAtreh areh qdec− 2mAa(t0)qdec mφ areh z2 + mφareh 
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where qdec = (2p/mφ)(adec/areh). The ratio

mAa(t) mA∝ , (4.17)
mφareh hpi 

quantifes how relativistic the distribution for A is at a given moment of time. In particular, we
defne ⎧� �1/22HA ΓA� �1/3 ⎪ � 1 for � 1 ,reh ⎨ mAadec g∗s mATreh ΓA HAR ≡ = = . (4.18)

dec � �1/3mφareh g∗s mφTdec ⎪ ΓA⎩ hqAi 3HA � 1 for � 1 . 
2ΓA HA 

Extending the solution past tdec we can writep � �2 � �3reh24π3 10g∗s BrχBrAΓAMP Treh a0
fχ(p, t) d3 p = F(q, R) T? 

3 d3 q , (4.19)25gAm mφ a(t)A 

where ⎧
¯Z Z ⎪fD,NR(q) , R � 1 ,R ∞ ⎨ z dz2 ¯F(q, R) = q −2 dy y p fR(z) ' (4.20)

0 q− y
2 q2 + 4y2 ⎩⎪R3 

f̄  
D,R(q) , R � 1 .q 

3 

¯ ¯Here q and T? are the same as in (3.16) and (3.17). The rescaled distributions fD,NR and fD,R 
¯ can be computed by making use of the ft approximation (3.18) for fR. We obtain� � � � � � �� 

1 3 3 � �−1 2 2f̄D,NR(q) ' 0.36 q 0.43 q Γ , 0.19 q − Γ , 0.19 q + 2Γ θ R− q , (4.21)Z ∞ 
4 � 4 � 4 

1¯ −2 ¯ −2 Γ 2fD,R(q) = q dz fR(z) ' 1.06 q − , 0.74 q , (4.22)
4q 

where Γ(a, x) denotes the upper incomplete gamma function.

The DM phase space distribution corresponding to the decay of a non-relativistic particle A 
is shown in Fig. 12 as a function of q and R > 1. The solid black line shows the result of the
numerical integration of (4.20). The distribution grows with an almost linear universal envelope,
independent of the decay rate of A, until q ∼ R, at which point the distribution sharply decreases.
This non-universality of the cuto˙ prevents us from constructing a reasonable ft approximation
of the form (2.27) for generic values of R. In the same fgure, the orange dashed lines show the
analytical approximation (4.21), which as can be seen is equivalent to imposing a hard cuto˙ at
q = R on the universal envelope.12 

¯Fig. 13 shows the numerically computed relativistic distribution fD,R as the solid black curve,
and the analytical approximation given by (4.22) as the orange, dashed curve. In the same
fgure a ‘ft’ approximation of the form (2.27) is also shown. This approximation is obtained by
mimicking the asymptotic behavior of the gamma function at large and small q, while preserving
the normalization, and is given by

¯ −5/2 −0.74q2 
fND(q) ≈ 2.19q e . (4.23)
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¯Figure 12. The rescaled distribution function fD,NR, defned in (4.21), as a function of the rescaled
momentum q and the order parameter R = (mA/mφ)(Γφ/ΓA)

1/2 . Solid, black: numerically computed
phase space distribution. Dashed, orange: the ft approximation (4.21).
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¯Figure 13. The rescaled distribution function fD,R, defned in (4.22), as a function of the rescaled
momentum q. Solid, black: numerically computed phase space distribution. Dashed, orange: the analytical
approximation (4.22). Dashed-dotted, blue: the ft approximation (4.23).

It is worth noting that in this case the Gaussian tail is of the same form as that of the parent
unstable particle. It is important to emphasize that this distribution is obtained in the limit
R → 0, as we discuss below.

Fig. 14 shows the form of the function F(q, R), defned in Eq. (4.20), for several values of
R, ranging from 10−2 to 10. Here we can appreciate the transition between the relativistic and
non-relativistic decay cases. In all cases the phase space distribution peaks at q ' R, with a
positive skew for a relativistic A, and a negative skew for non-relativistic A. For R < 1 the
analytical approximation (4.22) describes well the exact distribution for q & R. For R > 1, the
non-relativistic approximation (4.21) is in turn a good ft for the exact distribution for q & 1/2.

12The numerical distribution can be well ftted by substituting the θ function in Eq. (4.21) by a logistic function.
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Figure 14. The function F(q, R), defned in (4.20), as a function of the rescaled momentum q and the
decay parameter R. Solid: numerically computed distributions. Dashed: the non-relativistic analytical
approximation (4.21) for R � 1. Dashed-dotted: the relativistic analytical approximation (4.22).

4.2.2 Power spectrum and Ly-α constraints

For the distributions that we have derived, we can make use of (2.25) to determine the rescaling
of the bound on the DM mass. For the case of a relativistic (R) decay we fnd that

� � �1/3�4/3 106.75 
mDM & 

mWDM 
reh3 keV g∗s ⎧ � �� � ⎪⎨1.23 MeV , Numerical (R) , 

mφ 1010 GeV× × 1.26 MeV , Analytical (R) , (4.24)
3 × 1013 GeV Treh ⎪⎩

2.19 MeV , Fit (R) , 

while for the non-relativistic (NR) case,

� �4/3 
� �1/3106.75 

mDM & 
mWDM 

reh3 keV g∗s (� �� �� � 
mφ 1010 GeV R 16.1 MeV , Analytical (NR) , × × (4.25)

3 × 1013 GeV Treh 6 16.2 MeV , Numerical (NR) . 

The mDM ∝ R behavior is only correct for large R � 1 but remains a reasonable approximation
for R ∼ O(1 − 10). We note here that the lower bound on the NCDM mass can be many
orders of magnitude larger than the corresponding WDM bound, and it increases as the reheating
temperature is decreased. This is expected, as in this case the parent particle is produced from
infaton decay (see Sec. 3.1.2). The di˙erence between the numerical and analytical results is
minimal, consistent with the agreement between both curves in Fig. 12 and Fig. 13. However, the
ft approximation for the relativistic case provides a relatively poor approximation to the bound,
overestimating it by a factor of ∼ 1.8.

Figs. 15 and 16 show the results of the numerical evaluation of the transfer functions with
CLASS [44, 45], and their comparison with the WDM case.13 For the two sets of curves shown

13For the relativistic case, the small disagreement between the numerical transfer function with values from
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Figure 15. Linear transfer function for DM produced by the decay of a non-thermalized non-relativistic
particle. We show here the numerical results for two sets of cosmological parameters: Treh = 1012 GeV 
and mWDM = 1 keV, and Treh = 1010 GeV and mWDM = 3 keV, making use of the rescaled bound (4.25).
For comparison we also show the transfer function for the corresponding WDM cases.
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Figure 16. Linear transfer function for DM produced by the decay of a relativistic non-thermalized
particle. We show here the numerical, analytical and ft approximations discussed in the text, for two sets of
cosmological parameters: Treh = 1012 GeV and mWDM = 1 keV, and Treh = 1010 GeV and mWDM = 3 keV,
making use of the rescaled bound (4.24). For comparison we also show the transfer function for the
corresponding WDM cases.

in each fgure, we use the rescaled Ly-α bound (4.24) or (4.25). For the leftmost set we take
Treh = 1012 GeV and mWDM = 1 keV, while for the rightmost set we consider Treh = 1010 GeV 
and mWDM = 3 keV. For the decay of a non-relativistic particle, a comparison is made between
the three di˙erent choices for R = 2, 6 and 10. Note the overlap between the three curves, with
a relative di˙erence of ∼ 1% (see Fig. 3, where the relative di˙erence is plotted as a function of
k for R = 6). For the decay of a relativistic particle, the agreement between the numerical and

Eq. (4.24) and the corresponding WDM spectrum is also attributed to the sharp drop of the phase space distribution
for q < R � 1, akin to a low-momentum cuto˙. Such a cuto˙ results in a loss of numerical precision if reasonable
computation times are required.
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analytical results can be immediately appreciated, as well as the di˙erence between these and the
result of using the ft approximation (4.23) for the DM distribution.14 Even more evident though
is the di˙erence of the NCDM transfer functions with respect to the one for WDM, of around 10% 
at kWDM 

1/2 , c.f. Fig. 3. For the relativistic case, the distribution fχ has a very non thermal shape,
monotonically decreasing with p, resulting in a power spectrum that, although not too dissimilar
from the WDM case, exhibits in the fgure an appreciable di˙erence from it.

4.2.3 Relic density and phenomenology

The present relic abundance of DM is obtained from integration of (4.19). To do this we make
use of the (numerical) result Z ∞ 

2 ¯dq q fD,NR(q) ' 0.4 R2 . (4.26)
0 

At t � tdec the number density has the form ⎧� �1/6reh 
∗s� �� �� �3 ⎨⎪ g , R � 1 , 

gχ a0 gdec 
0 Treh ∗s nχ(t) ' g∗sBrχBrA T0

3 × � (4.27)
gA mφ a(t) reh �1/4 

g⎪ ∗s , R � 1 .⎩ 
gdec ∗s 

Note that both expressions agree up to a di˙erent power of the number of relativistic degrees of
freedom. This agreement is to be expected, as the total number of the decaying particle A and
its decay product must be a constant in a comoving volume. Considering for defniteness the case
of a relativistic decaying particle, we determine that the present abundance is given by� �� �� �1/4 � �� �� �

rehBrA gχ g∗s mDM Treh 3 × 1013 GeV 
Ωχh

2 ' 0.1 Brχ .
dec5.5 × 10−4 gA g 1 MeV 1010 GeV mφ∗s 

(4.28)

As expected, Ωχ is independent of the properties of A, and corresponds simply to a re-scaling by
degrees of freedom of the infaton decay result (3.21).

Given this result, a universal lower bound on Brχ can be obtained, in full analogy with the
infaton decay scenario. Let us discuss it in the context of a specifc model. Consider the decay
chain infaton→ gravitino→ LSP (lightest supersymmetric particle), which is generically present
in supersymetric models of infation with supersymmetry breaking mediated gravitationally [139–
143].15 Assuming a minimal supersymmetric extension of the Standard Model (MSSM), the decay
rate of the spin-3/2 gravitino is [148]

3m193 3/2
Γ3/2 = . (4.29)

384π MP 
2 

Generically, BrLSP = O(1). Substitution into (4.24) and (4.28) leads to the following absolute
constraints on the branching ratio of the decay of the infaton into gravitinos, independent of the
DM mass: For non-relativistic decaying particles, Treh � 105 GeV(m3/2/10 TeV)1/2 and� �4/3 � �� �� �1/23 keV mφ 1010 GeV m3/2

Br3/2 . 1.3 × 10−8 , (4.30)
mWDM 3 × 1013 GeV Treh 10 TeV 

14The analytical expression of Eq. (4.21) is not represented in Fig. 15 as the sharp θ-function cannot be handled
properly with CLASS as it requires the distribution function to smoothly decrease at large q.

15In typical gauge-mediation scenarios, the gravitino can be very light, m3/2 ∼ keV and is produced through
thermal freeze-out, thus being an example of WDM [39,144–147].
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Figure 17. Ly-α constraint on the LSP mass, as a function of temperature, in the case of production
through the decay chain infaton → gravitino → LSP. For Treh > 105 GeV(m3/2/10 TeV)1/2 the decay
of the gravitino occurs when it is non-relativistic. For Treh < 105 GeV(m3/2/10 TeV)1/2 , the gravitino is
relativistic at the moment of decay.

while for relativistic decaying ones, Treh � 105 GeV(m3/2/10 TeV)1/2 and� �4/33 keV 
Br3/2 . 1.2 × 10−3 . (4.31)

mWDM 

In this (MSSM) scenario, the excluded DM masses span a phenomenologically interesting region
in the parameter space of the model, as shown in Fig. 17. The exclusion region corresponds to�⎧ � �4/3 

�1/2 � �1/2mWDM 10 TeV m3/2⎪⎨86 GeV , Treh � 105 GeV ,
3 keV m3/2 10 TeV 

. (4.32)mLSP � �4/3 
� � � �1/2mWDM 105 GeV m3/2⎪⎩95 GeV , Treh � 105 GeV . 

3 keV Treh 10 TeV 

These bounds are or the order of the electroweak scale, and are comparable to collider and direct
detection limits [149,150]. Note that for a model-fxed LSP mass, the Lyman-α constraint puts a
bound on the infaton-matter couplings. For mLSP & 100 GeV, Treh . 100 TeV are excluded.

A straightforward computation shows that independently of the mean momentum of the de-
caying gravitino, the decay occurs at temperatures at which the LSP can be safely assumed
to be decoupled from the thermal plasma, and hence preserves its non-equilibrium phase space
distribution.

5 Ultraviolet freeze-in via scatterings 

In this section we consider the production of light DM from scatterings in the primordial plasma.
We will restrict ourselves to 2 → 2 processes, for which the integrated e˙ective cross section is
assumed to be of the form

n 
s 2 

σ(s) = , (5.1)
Λn+2 

where n is an integer and s is the Mandelstam variable, related at high energies with the center of√ 
mass energy E by s = E. Although for non-negative n this cross section naively violates unitarity
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at high energies, we assume that it merely corresponds to the low-energy e˙ective description of
a UV-complete model. The energy scale Λ can be thought to be parametrically related to the
mass of a heavy mediator. The suppression by Λ guarantees that the primordial abundance is
determined by forward processes (plasma → DM) rather than by annihilations. Therefore, Pauli-
blocking/Bose-enhancement for χ can be safely disregarded, and in the absence of other interaction
channels, χ never reaches thermal equilibrium with the plasma. Thus, freeze-in is realized [6,151].

Assuming no post-reheating entropy production (that is, a standard thermal history), particle
production is dominated by temperatures T ≥ Treh if n > −1. This is referred to as ultravi-
olet (UV) freeze-in [49, 152, 153]. Moreover, for n > −1, and for a suÿciently large reheating
temperature, we can safely assume that both the parent scatterers and the produced DM are ul-
trarelativistic at the time of production,16 if the former are in thermal equilibrium. If the parent
scatterers are not in equilibrium at production time, the condition that their masses are � mφ 
suÿces. Here we will consider both scenarios.

In order to evaluate the necessary collision terms for thermal and non-thermal production,
we need to make assumptions regarding the form of the scattering amplitude. Its dependence
on the angles (or Mandelstam variables s, t, u) involved in the scattering varies between di˙erent
microscopic descriptions of the process. We will assume that for the scattering process A(k) + 
B(k̃) → χ(p)+ ψ(p̃), the mean, unpolarized squared scattering amplitude can be parametrized in
the following way,

n +1 s |M|2 = 16π 
Λ 

2 

n+2 . (5.2)

Integration with respect to the two-particle phase space recovers (5.1). For a di˙erent combination
of s, t, u, our results will generically only di˙er by numerical factors, which can be absorbed into

17the value of Λ.
Under the freeze-in assumption, and with the square amplitude given by (5.2), the collision

term for the production of χ can be written as follows,Z 
16πgAgBgψ d3p̃ d3k d3k̃ n 

(2π)4δ(4)(p + ˜ +1fA(k0)fB (˜C[fχ] = p − k − k̃)s 2 k0) . 
Λn+22p0 2(2π)3p̃0 2(2π)3k0 2(2π)3k̃0 

(5.3)
The integration of this collision term for arbitrary fA,B can be easily done following the steps
of [155, 160]. We detail these steps in Appendix A.2. As a result, we obtain Eq. (A.13), which
will be the starting point of our discussion of thermal and non-thermal UV freeze-in.

5.1 Thermal freeze-in

We begin by applying the general solution (A.13) to the production of DM from thermalized scat-
terers, i.e. with Fermi-Dirac or Bose-Einstein distributions. As stated earlier in this section, we
focus on UV freeze-in, for which the bulk of the DM relic abundance is produced during reheat-
ing. Thermal production during reheating is the dominant production channel in the absence of
signifcant direct infaton → DM decays for −1 < n ≤ 2 in (5.1). Moreover, for higher n, thermal
production can dominate over non-thermal e˙ects if the parent scatterers that couple to the dark
sector are not directly produced from infaton decay (see e.g. [161]). Given the need to compute
the integrals in (A.13) in a case-by-case basis for scatterers outside of the Maxwell-Boltzmann
limit, we will focus on the lowest even values of n, namely n = {0, 2, 4, 6}. In doing so, we will

16This justifes disregarding any dependence on thresholds. For n ≤ −1, the masses of the scatterers play an
important role to determine the lower bound on mDM [71, 72].

17Exceptions include those cases in which fnite-temperature in-medium e˙ects are necessary to regulate in-
frared divergences, which arise from the exchange of massless mediators. Thermal axion production and gravitino
production in low-scale supersymmetry are included in these cases [154–159].
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Figure 18. The collision term function G(n) for thermal freeze-in defned in (5.4), for n = {0, 2, 4, 6}.
Shown in each panel are the corresponding forms for this function in the case of a fermion-fermion scattering
(FF, blue, lowest curve), for fermion-boson scattering (FB, green, middle curve) and boson-boson scattering
(BB, red, highest curve).

recover the results of [153], showing that for n ≥ 6, thermal production is dominated by the
highest temperature during reheating, Tmax.18 

5.1.1 DM phase space distribution

For any n, the computation of the innermost integrals in (A.13) can be performed analytically
(in terms of polylogarithmic functions) if the initial states have the form fermion+fermion (FF),
fermion+boson (FB) or boson+boson (BB). The outermost integral is however more challenging,
and we compute it numerically. The result can be written as

gAgBgψ2
n+2Γ(n+4 )T n+5 

2C[fχ](n) = G(n)(p/T ) , (5.4)
(2π)2Λn+2p2 

where we have simplifed the notation assuming that the DM particles are ultrarelativistic at
production, and where the functions G(n)(x) are shown in Fig. 18 for the four values of n that we

n+4 −xconsider. In the Maxwell-Boltzmann limit, G(n)(x) = x 2 e . This collision term can now be
substituted into the general solution (A.4) of the transport equation (3.1). In order to translate

18More precisely, Tmax denotes the maximum temperature of the Universe after the thermalization of the pri-
mordial plasma during reheating. In the regime where non-perturbative particle production is the subdominant
decay channel for the infaton, this Tmax � Treh, although it is smaller than the value that it would naively have
assuming instantaneous thermalization [162–164].
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the time integral into a temperature integral, we make use of an approximate solution for the
Friedmann-Boltzmann system (3.7)-(3.9), which for tend � t � treh gives

a(t) 9ρendt
2 

' , (5.5)
4M2aend P 

and [153] � �1/424 
T ' (ΓφMP )

1/2 (Γφt)
−1/4 ≡ Treh(Γφt/b)−1/4 , (5.6)

π2 rehg∗s 

We have defned Treh here as a function of Γφ up to an O(1) numerical factor that we denote
by b.19 Straightforward algebraic manipulation reveal the following form for the DM phase space
distribution at the end of reheating,� �1/2 3 · 2n+6Γ(n+4 )gAgBgψMP T n+16b 2 rehfχ(p, Treh) ' 

rehg 5(2π)3Λn+2 ∗s � � 3(n−1) Z 5/3 8/3
pT /T5 max reh 3(n−6) 

× 
Treh 

dxx 5 G(n)(x) . (5.7)
p p/Treh 

Disregarding the residual production of DM for T . Treh, we can extend this solution by means
of the free streaming expression (A.6) with adec ' areh. Hence, at late times we can fnally write� �1/2 3 · 2n+6Γ(n+4 )gAgB gψMP T n+1 � �36b 2 reh a0 

T 3 (̄n)
(q) d3fχ(p, t) d3 p ' f q , (5.8)

rehg 5(2π)3Λn+2 a(t) ? TF 
∗s 

where Z 
3(1−n) q(Tmax/Treh)

5/3 
3(n−6)

f̄
(n)

(q) ≡ q 5 dxx 5 G(n)(x) , (5.9)TF 
q� �1/30 

∗sT? = 
g

T0 . (5.10)
rehg∗s 

¯The functions f (n)(q) for n = {0, 2, 4} are shown in Fig. 19. In these three cases the integralTF 
in (5.9) is dominated by the lower limit: production is peaked at Treh [153]. Therefore the ap-
proximation q(Tmax/Treh)

5/3 →∞ can be taken, implying a loss of dependence on the maximum
temperature of the relic density. In all three cases, and for all three di˙erent scatterer confgu-
rations, the low-q part of the distribution grows as a power-law, while the large-q part retains
the exponential tail of the thermalized parent particles. Hence, phenomenological fts of the form
(2.27) can be constructed in all cases, with ft parameters as shown in Table 1. To construct these
fts we impose γ = 1 for n = 0, 2 as the ftted function is already matching well the numerical
distributions. However, we left γ as free parameter for the n = 4 case in order for the ftting
function to accurately describe the distribution. Note that in none of these cases the resulting
distribution function fully inherits the FD or BE distribution of the parent scatterers, as it is
sometimes assumed [40].20 It is also worth noting that, although we have not attempted to ob-
tain a closed form expression for the exact distribution, we can compute its integral analytically.

19The factor b depends on how the transition between matter and radiation domination at the end of reheating
is described, which complicates the analytical determination of Treh. Extrapolating Eq. (5.6) to Γφt = 1 yields
b = 1, while substitution of H ' 2Γφ/3 at ρφ = ρr in Eq. (3.9) gives b = 6/5. Numerical solution of (3.7)-(3.9)
reveals that b ' 1.6 at (infaton) matter-radiation equality. For convenience we keep b unspecifed.

20For n = 0, a thermal distribution provides an adequate ft, although worse than a ft of the form (2.27) [165].
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Namely, integration of the Boltzmann equation (3.1) with the collision term (5.3) leads to the
following evolution equation for the DM number density,Z 

d3 d3dnχ p1 p2+ 3Hnχ = 2gAgBgψgχ sσ(s) fA(p1)fB(p2) . (5.11)0 0dt (2π)32p (2π)32p1 2 

Upon integration and evaluation at Treh, the following result is obtained, valid for n < 6,Z ∞ 
(n) 5 Γ(n + 3)ζ(n + 3)2S(n)2 ¯ 2 2dq q f (q) = . (5.12)TF 3(6 − n)0 
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⎪
⎪

⎪⎪⎪⎪
⎪⎪⎪⎪

Scenario Prefactor α β γ 

n = 0 
BB 0.88 -0.70 1.13 1.00
FB 0.58 -0.51 1.10 1.00
FF 0.38 -0.29 1.11 1.00

n = 2 
BB 1.76 -0.51 0.91 1.00
FB 1.42 -0.42 0.90 1.00
FF 1.14 -0.33 0.90 1.00

n = 4 
BB 5.35 -1.79 0.06 1.98
FB 4.85 -1.79 0.06 2.04
FF 4.41 -1.79 0.05 2.10

(n)¯Table 1. Fit parameters of Eq. (2.27) for the thermal freeze-in distributions f (q), with n = {0, 2, 4}.TF 
Here γ = 1 is fxed for n = 0, 2, while γ is left as free parameter for the n = 4 case.

Here S is a statistics-dependent function of n,⎧ 
1 , BB ,⎪� � 

+2)S(n) = 
⎨ 

1 − 2−( n 
2 , FB , (5.13)� �2⎪⎩ 1 − 2−( n +2)
2 , FF . 

The case n = 6 is special and must be treated separately. In this case, both limits of integration
in (5.9) must be kept to obtain a fnite result. This results in a dependence on Tmax of the relic
density: production is in this case peaked at the maximum temperature after thermalization.
This feature manifests itself noticeably in the shape of the resulting phase space distribution.
Fig. 20 shows this distribution for two cases, Tmax/Treh = 10 and 50.21 The top panel shows the
distributions in a log-linear scale, in order to showcase the signifcant di˙erence that the value

(6)¯of the temperature ratio makes in the location and amplitude of the peak of f (q). The lowerTF 
panel of this same fgure, in turn, shows the same distributions in a log-log scale, to demonstrate
the three di˙erent regimes in q. For q below the peak, the distribution increases as a power law,

(6) (6)2 ¯ 5 2 ¯ q f (q) ∼ q , while q f (q) ∼ q−1 below the peak for q . 10. For q & 10, the distribution hasTF TF 
the expected exponential tail due to the thermal nature of the scatterers. For these reasons we
have not presented a ft of the form (2.27) for this (n = 6) case, as it would inevitably fail to mimic
at least one of the three scalings of the distribution. As mentioned in the Introduction, this is
one of the cases for which the phenomenological ft is not applicable. Nevertheless, an analytical
closed-form solution for the integrated distribution function is available,Z ∞ 

2 (̄6)
dq q f (q)TF

0 
= 

8π12S(6) 
35721 

� � 
Tmax

ln ,
Treh 

(5.14)

where for this case, ⎧ 
1 , boson-boson , 

S(6) = 
⎪⎨31 

,
32 

fermion-boson , (5.15)⎪ 961⎩ , fermion-fermion . 
1024 

21These relatively low values of the temperature ratio are chosen to simplify numerical integrations and the
reading of the resulting plots. Additionally, low Tmax is required to match the observed DM abundance in the case
of light DM.
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We fnish this section with a word on the relevance of quantum statistics. Despite the fact that
the use of Maxwell-Boltzmann statistics for the parent scatterers will necessarily lead to errors in
the DM and relic abundance, it is instructive to show how much our previous computations are

n+4 −xsimplifed in this limit. As mentioned above, G(n)(x) = x 2 e in this case, and therefore the
corresponding integration of the collision term proceeds in a straightforward manner to give" � � � �5/3 

!# 
3 11 3 11 3¯ (1−n) Tmax

f(q)TF = q 5 Γ n − , q − Γ n − , q . (5.16)
10 5 10 5 Treh 

As n is increased, this approximation becomes a better ft for the distributions with the correct
statistics, and in fact converges to the FB case. It can also be shown that this convergence is
exponential in the case of the relic abundance.

5.1.2 Power spectrum and Ly-α constraints

We now proceed to discuss the phenomenological implications of the Ly-α rescaled constraints
on UV freeze-in. For the low-n cases, the WDM rescaling relation (2.25) leads to the following
constraints on the DM mass, based on the numerical and ft distributions:

For n = 0, ⎧ � � �1/3 ⎨⎪7.27 (7.17) keV , FF Numerical (Fit) ,�4/3 106.75 
mDM & 

mWDM 
6.41 (6.16) keV , BB Numerical (Fit) , (5.17)

reh3 keV g∗s ⎪⎩
6.84 (6.70) keV , FB Numerical (Fit) . 
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For n = 2, ⎧ � �4/3 
� �1/3 ⎨⎪8.48 (8.73) keV , FF Numerical (Fit) ,
106.75 

mDM & 
mWDM 

8.01 (8.14) keV , BB Numerical (Fit) , (5.18)
reh3 keV g∗s ⎪⎩

8.24 (8.44) keV , FB Numerical (Fit) . 

For n = 4, ⎧ � � �1/3 ⎨⎪8.52 (8.05) keV , FF Numerical (Fit) ,�4/3 106.75 
mDM & 

mWDM 
8.29 (7.84) keV , BB Numerical (Fit) , (5.19)

reh3 keV g∗s ⎪⎩
8.40 (7.94) keV , FB Numerical (Fit) . 

In all cases the agreement between numerics and the fts are evident, since the relative deviations
are at most of a few percent. This is further confrmed by the transfer functions shown in Figs. 21
and 22. There, the three possible initial states for each value of n are shown together with the
corresponding WDM transfer function. In these plots, the leftmost set of curves shows T (k) for
mWDM = 1 keV, built using the ft approximations in each case. The rightmost set of curves, in
turn, correspond to mWDM = 3 keV, and the DM bound derived from the numerically computed
distributions. All results confrm our constraint mapping procedure to a precision . 3%, as shown
in Fig. 3 for the FF cases.

As we discussed above, the case with n = 6 needs to be treated separately, due to its depen-
dence on Tmax. In this case, the mapping relation (2.25) gives the following rescaling on the DM
mass bound, based on the numerically determined phase space distribution shown in Fig. 20,⎧ 

mDM & 
� ⎪5.90 keV ,� �1/3 ⎨�4/3mWDM 106.75 

5.84 keV ,reh3 keV g ⎪∗s ⎩
5.87 keV , 

FF , 
BB , 
FB . 

for 
Tmax 

Treh 
= 10 , (5.20)

and ⎧ 
mDM & 

� ⎪4.53 keV ,� �1/3 ⎨�4/3mWDM 106.75 
4.48 keV ,reh3 keV g ⎪∗s ⎩
4.50 keV , 

FF , 
BB , 
FB . 

for 
Tmax 

Treh 
= 50 , (5.21)

Fig. 22 shows the form of the linear transfer function for both temperature ratios and all initial
confgurations, compared to the WDM case. There is a noticeable deviation between the WDM
transfer functions and those for this freeze-in scenario, which increases as Tmax is increased relative
to Treh, correlated with the presence of a longer power-like tail in the distribution. For Tmax/Treh = 
10, this di˙erence is as large as 10% at kWDM , as is shown in Fig. 3. It is worth pointing out that1/2 
the Maxwell-Boltzmann approximation (5.16) can be used to estimate the DMmass bound without
the need for numerical computations. From it, we obtain mDM ≈ (9 keV) ln−1/2(Tmax/Treh).

5.1.3 Relic density and phenomenology

For −1 < n < 6, the DM number density and the abundance can be computed analytically by
means of (5.11), and result in the following expressions,

√ � �30 6b 2n+3Γ(n + 3)2ζ(n + 3)2S(n)MP T n+4 
(n) gAgBgψgχ g∗s 2 2 reh T 
n (T ) = , (5.22)χ reh(g∗s )

3/2π5(6 − n)(n + 4)Λn+2 Treh 
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Figure 21. Linear transfer function for DM produced by thermal UV freeze-in. Shown here are the results
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and
√ � �3/2 gAgB gψgχ b 2n+3Γ(n 

2 + 3)2ζ(n 
2 + 3)2S(n) 106.75 

Ω(n)h2 ' χ reh(6 − n)(n + 4) g∗s� �n+1 � �� �Treh 1016 GeV mDM × . (5.23)
Λ Λ 1 keV 

For n = 6, the late-time DM number density and the present DM relic abundance can be found
by integration, and are given by � �1/2 � �3 � �0gAgBgψgχ g 16384π7S(6)MP T 10 2b T(6) ∗s reh Tmax 

n (T ) = ln , (5.24)χ reh)3/2Λ86615(g∗s 3 Treh Treh 
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Figure 22. Linear transfer function for DM produced by thermal UV freeze-in. Shown here are the results
for the numerical and ft approximations discussed in the text for n = 4 (top) and the numerical result
for n = 6 (bottom), for initial fermion-fermion (FF), fermion-boson (FB) and boson-boson (BB) states.
The DM masses are taken from the rescaled bounds (5.19), (5.20) and (5.21) with mWDM = 1 keV for the
ft approximation (top) and Tmax/Treh = 50 (bottom), and mWDM = 3 keV for the numerical result (top),
and Tmax/Treh = 10 (bottom). For comparison we show T (k) for the WDM in each case.

and

√ � �3/2 � �� �7 � �8 � � 
Ω(6) 106.75 mDM Treh 108 GeV Tmax

h2 = gAgB gψgχ b S(6) ln .χ rehg 1.2 keV 106 GeV Λ Treh∗s 
(5.25)

Similarly to the infaton decay scenario, the Ly-α constraint on the DM mass and the DM
relic abundance can be combined, in this case to exclude values of the pairs (Λ, Treh). Fig. 23
shows the excluded parameter space in the (Λ, Treh) plane, for n = {0, 2, 4, 6}. To construct this
plot we have taken the parameter b to be 1, and neglected the contribution from the internal
degrees of freedom of the annihilating SM particles and the scattering products. The thickness
of the boundary lines, at which the bounds are saturated, corresponds to the di˙erence between
the possible initial state quantum statistics. As we discussed earlier, this di˙erence is reduced as
n is increased. Annihilations with a steeper dependence on the center of mass energy allow for
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Figure 23. Ly-α constraint mapped on the (Λ, Treh) plane for thermal freeze-in, for n = {0, 2, 4, 6}. The
width of the solid lines corresponds to the di˙erence in the mass lower bound mDM for fermion-fermion

rehand boson-boson scatterers. Here g = 106.75 and gA = gB = gψ = gχ = c = 1. Note that the e˙ective∗s 
description based on (5.2) is valid only if Λ > Treh.

a wider range of values for the scale Λ than processes with a low values of n. Notice that this
scale cannot be taken much below the infaton mass by construction. Indeed, in this case the
e˙ective-feld-theory approach used to describe the DM-SM scattering amplitude would cease to
be valid for processes involving the most energetic SM particles produced in the early universe.

The bounds tend to converge for larger values of the reheating temperature. For the special case
n = 6 the maximum temperature of the universe is taken to be the temperature at thermalization,
which is dependent on the decay rate Γφ and therefore on the reheating temperature, Tmax = 
Tmax(Treh). This functional relation can be obtained by substituting in (5.6) the thermalization
time-scale (5.33), which we discuss in more detail in the following section.

It is outside of the scope of our study to provide a detailed account of the implications of our
analysis for the many DM models for which the UV thermal freeze-in mechanism is the dominant
production channel. Moreover, for many of these constructions, the physics that gives rise to the
suppression by the scale Λ for the cross section leads to electroweak-scale DM candidates, as in
Grand Unifcation constructions (n = 2) [19, 20], or super-heavy DM candidates, as is the case
of gravitino DM from high-scale supersymmetry models (n = 6) [166–168]. Nevertheless, we now
identify a few scenarios for which mDM & keV is viable for the various thermal freeze-in cases that
we have discussed above. A well known example of light DM with n = 0 freeze-in is axino DM,
with a production cross section suppressed by the Peccei-Quinn scale, σ ∝ f−2 [136,169–175].a 

Light DM produced from UV freeze-in can take the form of a spin-3/2 particle (the “rar-
itron”) [161]. In a SM extension that contains a right-handed and/or sterile neutrino νR with
mass mR, the following Lagrangian determines the DM interactions,

α1 α2L3/2 = i ν̄Rγ
µ[γρ, γσ]ΨµFρσ + i iσ2(D

µH) ∗ L̄Ψµ + h.c. (5.26)
2MP 2MP 

where Ψµ denotes the raritron, Fρσ the U(1) feld strength tensor, and H the SM Higgs doublet.
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⎪⎪
⎪⎪

When the term proportional to α1 dominates raritron production, the processes ν + H → B +Ψ,
H + B → ν + Ψ and ν + B → H + Ψ populate the DM energy density during reheating,
with σ(s) ∝ (α1s/m3/2mRMP )

2 , i.e. n = 4. On the other hand, if the α2 coupling dominates,
σ(s) ∝ α2

2s/m3
2 
/2MP 

2 , that is n = 2. We elaborate on the interplay between thermal and non-
thermal e˙ects for the n = 4 case in Section 5.2.3.

In scenarios inspired by modifed gravity, SM-DM interactions can be mediated by a massive
spin-2 particle h̃µν [23, 24],

1 � �µν µνL2 = h̃µν αSMTSM + αDMTDM , (5.27)
M 

where T µν is the SM (DM) energy-momentum tensor and M some energy scale. Scalar,SM(DM) 
fermion or vector light DM can be produced through thermal freeze-in during reheating. For a
heavy mediator, m˜ � Treh, σ ∝ α2 α2 3/(Mm˜ )

4 , realizing n = 6. For a lighter mediator,h SM DMs h 
m˜ � Treh, σ ∝ α2 α2 s/M4 , i.e. n = 2.h SM DM 

We fnish this section by briefy addressing the more exotic n > 6 scenarios, arising e.g. in
vector non-Abelian DM constructions with SM-DM interactions mediated by a heavy Z 0 [21].
For these cases, (5.16) is a good approximation for the phase space distribution. A straightfor-

¯ ward computation reveals that the “plateau” behaviour observed for f (6)(q) is also present, withTF 
q2f̄

(n)
(q) ∝ q 

n 
2 +2 and q(13−3n)/5 below and at the plateau, respectively. It can be verifed that theTF 

lower bound on the DM mass is suppressed with respect to the WDM case by powers of the ratio
of the reheating temperature and the maximum temperature,⎧ � � � � �1/3 ⎨⎪23 keV 

Treh 
, n = 8 , 

mWDM 
�4/3 106.75 Tmax 

mDM & × � (5.28)
3 keV greh �5/3 ∗s Treh⎪⎩52 keV , n ≥ 10 . 

Tmax 

These limits must be complemented with the DM density bound, which in these scenarios reads
√ � �3/2 gAgBgψgχ b 2n+3Γ(n+4 )Γ(n+6 ) 106.75 

Ω(n)h2 2 2' χ rehn − 6 g∗s� �n+1 � �7 � �� �Tmax Treh 1016 GeV mDM × . (5.29)
Λ Tmax Λ 1.8 keV 

Note the inteplay of the scale Λ and the maximum and reheating temperatures. The requirement
that Λ & Tmax � Treh narrows down the available parameter space for a given n, disfavoring DM
masses near the bound (5.28).

5.2 Non-thermal freeze-in

In the previous section we have addressed the production of DM in UV-dominated freeze-in mod-
els, exploiting the fact that reheating is not an instantaneous process, as it involves a continuous
transfer of infaton energy density into its relativistic decay products. The thermalization pro-
cess, during which elastic and inelastic scatterings in the primordial plasma bring it into kinetic
and chemical equilibrium is also non-instantaneous. In typical perturbative reheating scenarios,
thermalization is reached after the end of infation, but well before the end of reheating, if it is
mediated by (SM) gauge interactions [162–164]. As it was found in [49, 176], even if this non-
thermal (or “pre-thermal”) window may be relatively narrow, the bulk of the DM abundance may
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be produced during this time interval, provided that the production scattering cross section is a
suÿciently steep function of energy. More concretely, if n > 2 in (5.1), the infaton decay products,
with momenta p ∼ mφ, can copiously produce DM particles, which will eventually dominate the
DM density budget despite their dilution by entropy production during the late stages of reheat-
ing. In what follows we will consider only the lowest case with even n for which this pre-thermal
production can dominate, that is n = 4.

5.2.1 DM phase space distribution

Assuming that the initial state particles necessary for DM production are produced directly from
infaton decay, their distribution before thermalization can be approximated by Eq. (3.11). This
distribution is highly non-thermal, peaked at momenta p ∼ mφ, with a cuto˙ at mφ/2. Never-
theless, due to its power-law nature, it allows a closed form computation of the collision term.
For the interested reader, this calculation is presented in Appendix A.3. Moreover, integration of
the transport equation by means of (A.4) can also be performed analytically. The resulting phase
space distribution at the thermalization time tth, when the interactions between the scatterers
become suÿciently eÿcient to bring the plasma into thermal equilibrium, is given by� �

256π2gψΓ
3 M4 
φ P (4) 2p¯fχ(p, tth) = f , (5.30)NF15015Λ6mφ(Γφtth) mφ 

where � 
3/2 (̄4) 18931 4095 7/2 q f (q) = θ(1 − q) 4234 − √ − sinh−1(1) − 1716q 3 − 5148qNF 4 2 8 

+ 10010q 4 + 8008q 9/2 − 26208q 5 + (8190 + 4095π)q 11/2 � � 
θ(2 − q)θ(q − 1)13/2 4− 7392q 6 + 990q + √ 24064 + 41184q

8 q� �p
6 −1 √ − 64064q 5 − 65520q 1 + tan−1 q − 1 − csc q �p 

3− 7920q 7 − q − 1 4096 − 2047q − 1194q 2 − 904q � 
6+ 40432q 4 − 108192q 5 − 59136q � √ p �� 

−√ 
q 18931 2 + 4095 sinh−1(1) − 4095 sinh−1 q − 1 . (5.31)

¯Fig. 24 shows the momentum dependence of the rescaled distribution f
(4) for the n = 4NF 

non-thermal freeze-in scenario. At low momentum the DM inherits the power-law dependence
∼ q−3/2 of the parent scatterers, c.f. Eq. (3.11). At higher momentum, q ' 0.4, a peak in the
distribution appears, and for larger momenta the distribution decays faster than an exponential,
fnally vanishing at q = 2. Although we have at our disposal the exact form for the phase space
distribution, it is nevertheless instructive to verify that a ft of the form (2.27) can be constructed:

(̄4) −3/2 −2.5qf (q) ≈ 433.2q e 
2.6 
. (5.32)NF 

This ft is also shown in Fig. 24.

In order to extend the distribution to later times, we require to know the thermalization time-
scale and the expansion history from tth to t0. Denoting by αSM the gauge coupling responsible
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¯Figure 24. The rescaled distribution function fNF, defned in (5.31), as a function of the rescaled
momentum q, for DM produced from non-thermal freeze-in. Solid, black: the exact result (5.31). Dashed,
orange: the ft (5.32).

for the thermalization of the (SM) infaton decay products, the thermalization time-scale can be
approximated as follows [162–164] !2/5 

Γφm
2 

−16/5 φ
Γφtth ' αSM . (5.33)

M3 
P 

With the scale factor during reheating being a(t) ∝ t2/3 we fnally have

� 
π2bgreh �13/10 

T 26 
!1/5 � �3α16 M13256π2gψ ∗s SM reh P a0 

T 3 (̄4)
(q) d3fχ(p, t) d3 p ' f q , (5.34)9 ? NF15015Λ6 24 m a(t)φ 

for t � treh. Here

−32/15 � 0 �1/3 � 
π2bgreh �2/15 � �7/15 � �16/15α g mφ mφSM ∗s ∗sT? = T0 , (5.35)

2 greh 24 MP∗s Treh 

and b was defned in (5.6).

5.2.2 Power spectrum and Ly-α constraints

The analytical expression for the DM phase space distribution for non-thermal freeze-in allows us
to obtain the rescaled bound of the DM mass from Eq. (2.25). It is given by

� � �2/15 � �1/5 mWDM 
�4/3 �αSM 

�−32/15 b 106.75 
mDM & 

reh3 keV 0.03 3/5 g∗s� �7/15 � �23/15 
( 

1010 GeV mφ 0.44 keV , Exact , × (5.36)
Treh 3 × 1013 GeV 0.45 keV , Fit , 

where, for completeness, we have also included the bound obtained by using the ft approximation
(5.32). Their agreement is excellent. Note here that, for the fducial values mWDM = 3 keV 
and Treh = 1010 GeV, the lower bound on the DM mass is one order of magnitude smaller than
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Figure 25. Linear transfer function for DM produced by non-thermal UV freeze-in, for n = 4. Shown
here are the results for the exact and ft approximations (5.31) and (5.32). The DM masses are taken
from the rescaled bound (5.36), with mWDM = 1 keV and Treh = 1012 GeV (left), and mWDM = 3 keV and
Treh = 1010 GeV (right). For comparison we show T (k) for WDM in each case.

for WDM, and can be decreased by increasing the reheating temperature. Unlike the case of
production from infaton decay, where a hot spectrum could be obtained for large masses due to a
reduced momentum redshift and a large momentum at production, in this case a colder spectrum
is obtained due to the redshift that occurs between tth and treh, in addition to the redshift from
treh to t0; despite having hpi ∼ mφ/2 at production.

Fig. 25 shows the transfer function for non-thermal freeze-in corresponding to the rescaled DM
masses (5.36). Two sets of parameters are explored, one with mWDM = 3 keV and Treh = 1010 GeV 
(right), and with mWDM = 1 keV and Treh = 1012 GeV (left). Both cases overlap with the
reference WDM for all the range of scales shown, with a relative di˙erence below the percent level
(c.f. Fig. 3), once again demonstrating the validity of our rescaling program.

5.2.3 Relic density and phenomenology

The DM number density at late times can be easily calculated given thatZ ∞ 21452 ¯dq q f (4)(q) = . (5.37)NF 140 

It is given by the following expression, for T � Treh,� 
0 �� π2bgreh �17/10 14T 34 

!1/5 � �3m8gψgχ g∗s ∗s φ reh T 
nχ(T ) ' . (5.38)

reh α1649Λ6 g∗s 24 SMM
3 TrehP 

In turn, the DM abundance has the following form,� 
reh �7/10 � �16/5 � �14/5 g 0.03 mφ∗sΩχh

2 ' (0.72b)17/10 gψgχ 
106.75 αSM 3 × 1013 GeV � �6 � �19/5 � �1012 GeV Treh mDM × . (5.39)

Λ 1010 GeV 1 keV 
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If the decay of the infaton to the parent scatterers is subdominant with respect to other channels,
the previous expression is reduced by the corresponding branching ratios, Ωχ → BrABrB Ωχ.

Combining the DM abundance and mass constraints, we can obtain a bound on the reheating
temperature analogous to that for thermal freeze-in. In this case, the bound takes the form� �2/5 � �8/5 

� �11/20 � reh �3/20 
1010 GeV 3 keV αSM 3/5 g∗sTreh . 
(gψgχ)3/10 0.03 b 106.75mWDM � �13/10 � �9/53 × 1013 GeV Λ × . (5.40)

mφ 1012 GeV 

As we mentioned in Section 5.1.3, freeze-in with n = 4 is realized for scattering processes
involving neutrinos for the spin-3/2 raritron. With the interactions mediated dominantly by the
frst term of (5.26), and under the assumption that the infaton predominantly decays to Higgs
bosons, the thermal and non-thermal relic abundances can be written as� �2 � �3/2 � �5α1 106.9 Treh

Ωthermalh2 ' 0.13/2 reh1.1 × 10−3 g 1010 GeV∗s �� �� �� mν 1014 GeV 104 GeV × , (5.41)
0.15 eV mR m3/2 

and � �2 � reh �7/10 � �16/5 � �14/5α1 g 0.030 mφ
Ωnon-thermalh2 ∗s' 0.13/2 1.1 × 10−3 106.5 αSM 3 × 1013 GeV � �� �� �� �19/5 � � 

mν 104 GeV 1014 GeV Treh Brν × . 
0.15 eV m3/2 mR 1010 GeV 7 × 10−4 

(5.42)

For Brν & 7×10−4(Treh/10
10 GeV)6/5 the DM energy density is mostly comprised of non-thermally

produced raritrons. Fig. 26 illustrates the di˙erent domains in the parameter space where freeze-
in production can occur either thermally or non-thermally. For defniteness we have fxed the
branching ratio to neutrinos to 10−4 . We observe that for Treh & 2 × 109 GeV the production
is dominated by thermal e˙ects, which are most eÿcient around T ∼ Treh. The Ly-α bound in
this case is independent of the infationary parameters, and it is given by (5.19). On the other
hand, for lower reheating temperatures freeze-in occurs before thermalization is complete. The
limit on the mass is therefore given by (5.36) and is Treh-dependent. We fnally note the region
in the botton right corner, in which the unstable raritron would decay faster to photons than
experimentally allowed. We refer the interested reader to [161] for further details.

6 Light, but not too light, dark matter 

In our exploration of non-equilibrium DM production scenarios we have focused on WDM mimick-
ers: DM which is suÿciently relativistic during structure formation to leave a detectable imprint
in the matter power spectrum at scales below their free-streaming horizon, yet heavy enough to
be indistinguishable from CDM at late times. Such a DM candidate may, in principle, contribute
signifcantly to the number of e˙ective relativistic species, Neff , at recombination or BBN. It is
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Figure 26. Ω3/2h
2 = 0.1 curves in the (m3/2, Treh) plane for the raritron model (5.26), for di˙erent

values of α1, and Brν = 10−4 . Shown in blue are the astrophysical constraints on the lifetime from γ-ray
observations and the Ly-α constraint on the mass. In the orange region freeze-in occurs non-thermally.
See [161] for details.

for this reason that we evaluate this contribution in this section. Well after DM decoupling, the
total energy density in the Universe can be written as" #� �47 Tν

ρ = 1 + Neff ργ + ρχ + · · · (6.1)
8 T 

where ργ denotes the energy density of photons, Tν is the e˙ective neutrino temperature, Tν /T = 
(4/11)1/3 after electron-positron annihilation, and the dots include all other contributions to ρ,
such as that of baryons. In the SM, Neff = 3.046. In order to determine the contribution of DM
to Neff one could naively think of placing its energy density inside the brackets. However, the
equation of state of our DM candidates lies in between that for radiation and pressureless dust
(and varies in time). Hence, as it is sometimes done [54, 177, 178], we separate its energy density
into relativistic and non-relativistic parts, ρχ = (ρχ − mDMnχ) + mDMnχ, and absorb only the
former into the factor multiplying ργ in (6.1).22 With this, we can then write� �48 T ρχ − mDMnχ

ΔNeff = 
7 Tν ργ � �4/3 � �4 � � 
8πΩχ g∗s(T ) T T? 

= 
7Ωγ g0 Tν mDM⎡ ∗s ⎤*s � �2/3 � �2 � �2 

+ � �1/3 � �� � 
g0 mDM T0 g0 mDM T0⎣ ∗s ∗s ⎦× q2 + − . 

g∗s(T ) T? T g∗s(T ) T? T 

(6.2)
22This (artifcial) splitting has the e˙ect of suppressing the mass- and time-dependent contribution to ΔNeff ,

which, if dominant, would signal the non-relativistic nature of the DM.
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The contribution to Neff depends on the ratio mDM/T?. As expected, for a given T , decreasing
this ratio increases ΔNeff . Hence, the maximal contribution to the number of relativistic degrees
of freedom for a given DM scenario is obtained by saturating the Ly-α constraint, which by virtuep
of (2.25) fxes the value of the mass to T? ratio up to hq2i,� �4/3 � �� �4/3 � �41.4 × 10−4 g∗s(T ) Ωχh

2 3 keV T 
ΔNeff,max ' p 

0hq2i g∗s 0.1 mWDM TνhDp E i 
× q2 + µ∗(T )2 − µ∗(T ) , (6.3)

where � �1/3 � �4/3 � �p 0g 3 keV 7.56 keV 
2i ∗s µ∗(T ) ≡ hq . (6.4)

g∗s(T ) mWDM T 

For all the DM production mechanisms that we consider in this work the geometric andp
arithmetic means of q are approximately O(1). The largest value of hq2i (hqi) is 3.4 (1.7)
corresponding to the n = 4 thermal freeze-in case, while the smallest is 0.3 (0.2) for the non-
thermal decay case. With this in mind, we can immediately verify that DM with the lowestp
allowed mass will be relativistic at TBBN ' 4 MeV, as µ(TBBN) ∼ 10−3h q2i. Hence,!� �� �4/3hqi Ωχh

2 3 keV 
ΔNeff (TBBN) . 5.4 × 10−4 p , (6.5)

hq2i 0.1 mWDM 

well below the constraining power of BBN computations, for which 2.3 < Neff < 3.4 [179, 180].p
On the other hand, at TCMB ' 0.26 eV, µ(TCMB) ∼ 3 × 104h q2i � 1, so that DM is mostly
non-relativistic, and contributes negligibly to Neff , ΔNeff . 9 × 10−9 , far below the current
and projected detectability thresholds [47, 181, 182]. We can then conclude that for none of the
production scenarios explored in this work does DM signifcantly contributes to the amount of
non-photonic relativistic species.

7 Conclusions 

We have investigated the imprint on the matter power spectrum at small scales of Non-Cold
Dark Matter (NCDM, i.e. a DM species with a non-vanishing equation of state parameter w)
produced in an out-of-equilibrium state. The ratio of the matter spectrum for NCDM to that
in ΛCDM features a cuto˙ at large Fourier modes. Rather generically, the cuto˙ scale, i.e. the
free-streaming horizon, depends only on w. The Lyman-α forest constraint on the Warm Dark
Matter mass mWDM can be translated into a constraint on w, being wWDM(today) . 10−15 . By
comparing the theoretical value of w for a given NCDM model with a non-thermal phase space
distribution to wWDM, we can map the constraint on mWDM to the DM mass in the NCDM model.
The key result of this paper, which we have illustrated with many examples, is that our mapping
procedure allows to translate the Lyman-α bound on mWDM to non-equlibrium NCDM scenarios
without performing a numerically costly computation of the power spectrum for each model. All
that is necessary to obtain the (lower) bound on the DM mass is to determine the present DM
momentum dispersion and the frst two moments of the corresponding distribution function.

To test our formalism we have considered several NCDM production mechanisms. In all of
them, the assumption of DM decoupling immediately after production is implicit, ensuring that
its phase space distribution is preserved until later times, up to redshift e˙ects. The scenarios
that we have considered correspond to DM production from scalar condensates (infaton, moduli),
thermalized and non-thermalized particles, and thermal and non-thermal freeze-in. In each case
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Scenario α β γ Figure Section
Infaton decay -3/2 0.74 1.00 4 3.1.1

Moduli decay during reheating -3/2 1.00 3/2 7 3.2.1
after reheating -1.00 1.00 2.00 7 3.2.1

Thermal decay -1/2 1.00 1.00 10 4.1.1

Non-thermal decay non-relativistic - - - 12 4.2.1
relativistic -5/2 0.74 2.00 13 4.2.1

UV Freeze-in (n = 0)
BB -0.70 1.13 1.00 19 5.1.1
FB -0.51 1.10 1.00 19 5.1.1
FF -0.29 1.11 1.00 19 5.1.1

UV Freeze-in (n = 2)
BB -0.51 0.91 1.00 19 5.1.1
FB -0.42 0.90 1.00 19 5.1.1
FF -0.33 0.90 1.00 19 5.1.1

UV Freeze-in (n = 4)
BB -1.79 0.06 1.98 19 5.1.1
FB -1.79 0.06 2.04 19 5.1.1
FF -1.79 0.05 2.10 19 5.1.1

UV Freeze-in (n = 6)
BB - - - 20 5.1.1
FB - - - 20 5.1.1
FF - - - 20 5.1.1

Non-thermal UV Freeze-in -3/2 2.5 2.6 24 5.2.1

Table 2. Fit parameters α, β, γ for a distribution function of the form of Eq. (7.1) for each scenario
considered in this work. For the UV Freeze-in case, BB, FB or FF denote the thermal distributions
of the parents B stands for Bose-Einstein and F for Fermi-Dirac. The parameter γ is fxed when the
ftted expression with α and β only allows to accurately describe the numerical phase space distribution.
For each distribution, the derivation can be found in the corresponding section and is represented in the
corresponding Figure, accompanied by the exact (numerical or analytical) form of the distribution.

we have computed the DM phase space distribution either analytically or numerically by means
of the Boltzmann equation and computed numerically the linear matter power spectrum using
the CLASS code. We compared our results with the WDM linear power spectrum (assuming a
fermionic WDM benchmark candidate), showing a good agreement with our matching procedure
on the Lyman-α bound onmWDM. Our matching procedure is performed with a relative precision
of ∼ 3% for most of the scenarios whereas ∼ 10% for the least precise cases, over the range of
Fourier wavenumbers of interest for Lyman-α data. Such a precise matching highlights one of
our main conclusion that the linear transfer function, for all the cases considered in this work, is
essentially controlled by the single parameter w.

Phase space distributions. For all but two of the scenarios considered in the present work, we
have shown that the DM phase space distribution can be well ftted by a generalized distribution
of the form

f(q) ∝ q α exp (−β qγ ) (7.1)

with constant α > −3 and β, γ > 0, as required for the DM number density to be fnite. The only
scenarios in which this ftting fails are for thermal freeze-in production with a SM-DM scattering
cross section σ(s) ∝ sn/2 and n ≥ 6, for DM production from strongly stabilized moduli decay,
when the infaton and modulus decay rates are comparable, and for the decay of a non-thermalized
particle with R � 1. For the rest of the scenarios the values of the parameters α, β and γ are
summarized in Table 2.

For the decay of a scalar condensate, the form of the distribution is determined by the ex-
pansion rate. If the decay occurs during a period with a background equation of state wB, then
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f(q) ∝ q 
3 
2
(wB−1) at low momentum. On the other hand, the exponential decay of the condensate

makes f(q) ∝ exp(q 
3 
2
(wB+1)) at large momentum. For a stabilized modulus the combination of

both regimes results into (7.1).23 For infaton and non-stabilized moduli, the low momentum part
of the distribution is populated during the matter-like oscillations of the feld, with wB ' 0, while
the exponential tail is populated during the subsequent radiation domination, with wB = 1/3.

In the case of thermal decays, the integrated thermal distribution of the progenitor particles
leads to an enhanced distribution at low momentum, f(q) ∝ q−1/2 , while preserving the thermal
exponential tail. An analogous e˙ect is present in the decay of a (relativistic) non-thermalized
relic produced from the decay of the infaton. Here the shift to lower momenta corresponds
to f(q) ∝ q−5/2 , while the Gaussian tail is preserved. More interesting is the decay of a non-
equilibrated non-relativistic relic. In this case we fnd that the phase space distribution is skewed
toward large momentum, with a sharp cuto˙ dependent on the infaton and decaying particle
masses and widths.

Thermal freeze-in production during reheating encompasses a variety of scenarios that can
be distinguished by the nature of the scattering particles that produce DM, which can be any
combination of fermions and bosons, and by the dependence of the production cross section on
the center of mass energy. In all cases, the statistics of the scatterers manifests itself mostly as
an overall normalization of the distribution function, and only mildly through the shape of the
distribution, as it can be seen in Table 2. Moreover, the role of statistics is greatly reduced for a
steeper energy dependence of the cross section. Regarding this dependence, for n = 0, 2, a shift of
the thermal distribution to lower momenta is observed, similar to thermal decays. At n = 4, the
shift is greater, and the thermal exponential tail is lost. For n ≥ 6, the distribution depends now
on two scales: the reheating temperature Treh and the maximum temperature after thermalization
Tmax. The result is a distribution with a peak with a location and amplitude inversely dependent
on the ratio Tmax/Treh � 1, that increases as qn/2 below this peak, and decreases as q−

3 
5
(n−1) for

momenta larger than the peak and smaller than q ∼ 10, beyond which the distribution acquires
an exponential suppression.

If the DM parent scatterers are directly produced from infaton decay, for n > 2 the DM relic
abundance can be produced prior to the thermalization of the primordial plasma. We considered
the n = 4 case, obtaining a closed form expression for the phase space distribution. At low
momentum the distribution inherits the power-law increase of the parent scatterers, f(q) ∝ q−3/2 ,
while for q & 1 a sharp decrease is observed, with γ ' 2.6.

Ly-α constraints. Given the parametrization (7.1), our re-scaling of the WDM Ly-α constraint
on the DM mass can be written as

�4/3 
�� hpi0 

vuuut 
���� � 3+α 5+αΓ ΓmWDM& 7.56 keV

γ γ�� , (7.2)mDM 
3 keV T0 Γ2 4+α 

γ 

where hpi0 denotes the mean DM momentum at present time. The previous expression can be
read as follows: the non-thermal shape of the phase space distribution represents, in most cases,
an O(1) correction to the DM mass bound. It is the overall normalization of the distribution
what mostly contributes to increasing or decreasing this bound. This normalization depends on
the production mechanism, the mean energy of the parent felds, and the expansion history from
DM decoupling to the present epoch.

As it can be expected, for all thermal production mechanisms, the resulting Ly-α bound is
only mildly corrected with respect to that for WDM. From thermal decays, mDM ' 7.3 − 7.5 keV 

23Unless its decay occurs close to the end of reheating.
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depending on whether the decaying particle is a fermion or a boson, respectively. For thermal
scatterings, we also see a small spread, with mDM ' 6.4 − 7.3 keV for n = 0, mDM ' 8.0 − 8.5 keV 
for n = 2, and mDM ' 8.3 − 8.5 keV for n = 4. Even for n = 6, we obtain mDM ' 4.5 − 5.9 keV 
for Tmax/Treh = 50 − 10.

For the decay of scalar condensates we fnd a signifcant amount of rescaling of the Ly-α 
bounds. For unstabilized moduli or infaton decay, the constraint is proportional to the feld
mass, and inversely proportional to its reheating temperature. If we restrict this ratio to be larger
than one, we obtain that mDM can be as low as 1 keV or as large as 1 EeV, as shown in Fig. 6.
For an infaton of mass mφ = 3 × 1013 GeV, mDM ' 4 keV − 40 EeV for Treh = 1013 − 10−3 GeV.
For stabilized moduli, which by assumption never dominate the energy density of the Universe,
the DM mass bound depends on the ratio of the modulus and the background temperature at the
time of its decay. If the modulus decays during reheating the mass bound depends also on the
ratio of its decay rate to that of the infaton. This scenario is model dependent. For the stabilized
Polonyi example that we discuss in Section 3.2.3, the lower bound on the DM mass ranges from
4 MeV if the modulus decays during radiation domination, to 4 GeV if it decays during reheating.

If DM is produced from the decay of a non-thermalized infaton decay product, A, the lower
bound on its mass depends on whether the intermediate particle decays while being relativistic
or non-relativistic. In the former case, DM inherits a hard distribution with p ∼ mφ. The result
is a Ly-α bound almost identical to that of the infaton decay case, except for a reduction of
mDM by a factor of 3. On the other hand, if the decaying particle is non-relativistic at the time
of decay, the phase space distribution of DM is highly non-thermal, and the Ly-α bound on its
mass depends on the ratio of the decaying mass to the temperature Tdec at which it decays,
mDM ' 1 keV(mA/Tdec).

When DM is produced from the scattering of non-thermalized infaton decay products, as in
the non-thermal n = 4 freeze-in case, it also inherits the hard momentum distribution. However,
in this case the bound becomes on the thermalization timescale, as the DM momentum can be
signifcantly redshifted away from the thermalization epoch to the end of reheating due to entropy
production. Notably, this implies that for this scenario the DM mass bound can be signifcantly
reduced relative to the WDM case. The result is a relatively complicated function of the infaton
mass, the reheating temperature and the gauge coupling that mediates the interactions that
thermalize the plasma, as shown in Eq. (5.36). This results in mDM ' 18 eV − 0.5 GeV for
Treh = 1013 − 10−3 GeV.

Phenomenological implications. A lower bound on the DM mass can have far reaching con-
sequences for non-equilibrium DM model building. For thermal freeze-out, only sub-keV particle
DM candidates can be ruled out from Ly-α forest observations. For non-equilibrated DM, the
constraint can be powerful enough to rule out DM candidates, and hence SM extensions, above
the electroweak scale.

In the case of infaton decay, the wide range for mDM means that the suppression of structure
at small scales can in principle occur for DM masses well above the electroweak scale if the
reheating temperature is suÿciently low. Moreover, combining the power spectrum and DM relic
abundance constraints, we have found the absolute bound Brχ . 1.5 × 10−4 for the branching
ratio of the decay of the infaton to DM, which is independent on the infaton mass and the
reheating temperature. Similar conclusions are found for the decay of an unstable modulus into
DM. For the case of stabilized moduli, we do not attempt to arrive at a generic conclusion, due to
the model dependence of the DM bounds. Nevertheless, we have explored the parameter space of a
strongly stabilized Polonyi modulus, fnding that Ly-α observations provide a stronger constraint
than entropy production bounds.

For thermal decays, we computed Ωχ in general, and briefy discussed axino production from
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thermal decays. For non-thermal decays, we have computed the DM relic abundance in general,
and we have applied it to the particular decay chain infaton → gravitino → LSP. For a 10 TeV 
gravitino, its decay occurs while it is relativistic when Treh < 100 TeV, and non-relativistic for
Treh > 100 TeV. In the former case the limit on the LSP mass grows as the inversely with
the reheating temperature, excluding mLSP & 100 GeV for Treh . 100 TeV and bounding the
branching ratio of the infaton → gravitino process to Br3/2 . 10−3 . For a non-relativistic decay,
the Ly-α bound is independent of the reheating temperature, mDM ' 90 GeV, while the branching
ratio bound is dependent on the reheating temperature, being Br3/2 . 10−8 for Treh = 1010 GeV.

Our exploration of UV thermal freeze-in has resulted in precise expressions for the DM abun-
dance for any initial state. We have also recovered the dependence on Tmax of the relic density
for scattering with n ≥ 6. Moreover, we have provided provided bounds on the reheating tem-
perature given scale Λ that controls the suppression of the scattering cross section. These bounds
can be seen in Fig. 23. We have also briefy discussed extensions of the SM model, such as those
containing spin-3/2 and massive spin-2 particles, for which keV NCDM can be produced, for all
values of n considered in this work. Finally, for non-thermal DM we found a generic expression for
Ωχ, and applied our formalism to the production of light, non-supersymmetric, spin-3/2 particles.
We observed the interplay between thermal and non-thermal e˙ects, which are dependent on the
branching ratio of the infaton to neutrinos.

Neff constraints. Dark matter particles that remain warm at late times would have been rela-
tivistic at early times, potentially providing a large contribution to the number of non-photonic
relativistic species ΔNeff . We have applied our re-scaling formalism to this question, fnding that
for all scenarios, the Ly-α bound corresponds to an NCDM contribution ΔNeff of O(10−4) at
BBN, and O(10−8) at recombination, well below all current and projected limits.

Other WDM bounds. The procedure we have presented for mapping Ly-α WDM mass lower
bounds onto constraints on the parameters of NCDM models with di˙erent shapes of the velocity
distribution can also be applied to bounds coming from other data, provided that the dependence
on the velocity distribution is encoded in the linear transfer function. As an example, in Section
2.2 we have discussed that this should be the case for WDM bounds inferred from counting the
number of Milky Way satellite galaxies and comparing the result with the predictions from N-
body simulations. These bounds are sensitive to the total mass of the Milky Way halo and to the
physics of reionization. If these are independent of the velocity distribution of dark matter, which
is a reasonable assumption, our method also applies to these limits.

As a fnal note, we emphasize that this work is not meant to be encyclopedic, and exhaust
all possible non-equilibrium DM production mechanisms. Our goal has been to provide a general
formalism to rescale the Ly-α WDM mass bound, that is suitable for its application in less
conventional scenarios.
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A The Boltzmann equation in an expanding universe 

A.1 Generalities

In a Friedmann-Robertson-Walker Universe the phase space distribution of a given species i is
spatially homogeneous and isotropic. The distribution function can be expressed in terms of the
norm of the 3-momentum |p| and time, i.e. fi = fi(|p|, t), or equivalently in terms of time andq 

2the energy p0 = |p|2 + m where mi denotes the mass of the species i.i 

The evolution equation for the distribution fi is given by

∂fi ∂fi− H|p| = C[fi(|p|, t)] (A.1)
∂t ∂|p| 

where C[fi] is the collision term. If we are tracking the phase space density of a particle χ, then
the collision term for the process χ + a + b + · · · ←→ i + j + · · · is given by

1 
Z 

ga d
3p gb d

3pb gi d
3pi gj d

3pjaC [fχ] = − · · · · · · 
2p0 (2π)32pa0 (2π)32pb0 (2π)32pi0 (2π)32pj0 

× (2π)4 δ(4)(pχ + pa + pb + · · · − pi − pj − · · · )h 
× |M|χ 

2
+a+b+···−→i+j+··· fafb · · · fχ(1 ± fi)(1 ± fj ) · · · i 

− |M|2 
i+j+···−→χ+a+b+··· fifj · · · (1 ± fa)(1 ± fb) · · · (1 ± fχ) , (A.2)

where fa, fb, fi, fj , · · · and ga, gb, gi, gj , · · · are the phase space densities of species a, b, i, j, · · · 
of 3-momentum pa,b,i,j,··· and their internal degrees of freedom, respectively; the blocking and
stimulated emission factors are (+) for bosons and (−) for fermions. The number density of
particle χ is given by Z 

nχ(t) = 
gχ 

d3 p fχ(p0, t) . (A.3)
(2π)3 

In the case of an always out-of-equilibrium relic χ, due typically to the combination of a
feeble coupling to other felds and a small density, the annihilation process will be negligible with
respect to the production process, and the frst term inside the brackets of Eq. (A.2) can be
disregarded. Moreover, in this limit Bose condensation or Fermi degeneracy will be absent, and
one may approximate 1 ± fχ ' 1. As a consequence, the collision term C[fχ] is independent of
fχ. Therefore, if the phase space distributions of all other particles involved in the interaction are
known, the transport equation can be integrated to yield the following general solution,Z � �t a(t) 0 0fχ(p0, t) = C[fχ] |p|, t dt , (A.4)

a(t0)ti 

where ti is the initial time at which the number density of χ vanishes. In this expression, the
functional C[fχ] is a function of momentum and time.
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Consider now the evolution of the distribution function for a particle χ that becomes e˙ectively
¯non-interacting at the time tdec, and which inherits a distribution of the form f(|p|), whose form

is determined by interactions at t < tdec. The corresponding Boltzmann equation at t > tdec will
have the form

∂fχ ∂fχ− H|p| = 0 . (A.5)
∂t ∂|p| 

¯The general solution for this equation, with initial distribution f(|p|), is� � 
a(t)¯fχ(|p|, t) = f |p| , tdec . (A.6)
adec 

¯It suÿces to fnd the form of f in terms of the comoving momentum ap to know the form of the
distribution at any later time.

A.2 Freeze-in via scatterings

In this Appendix we derive a simplifed expression for the freeze-in collision term (5.3) of a DM
species χ, namely Z 

d3p̃ d3k d3k̃16πgAgBgψ 
(2π)4δ(4)(p + p̃ − k − k̃)s 2

n+1fA(k0)fB (k̃0) .C[fχ] = 
Λn+22p0 2(2π)3p̃0 2(2π)3k0 2(2π)3k̃0 

(A.7)
which allows a straightforward evaluation once the phase space distribution of the parent scatterers
is known. This procedure follows the steps presented in [155, 160]. We begin by introducing the
auxiliary momentum P = k̃ − p̃ to write the two innermost integrals in the following wayZ 

d3k d3k̃ 
2
n+1δ(4)(p + p̃ − k − k̃)fA(k)fB (k̃)I ≡ s 

2k0 2k̃0Z 
2
n 

d4k d4k̃ d3P s +1fA(k0)fB (k̃0)δ
(3)(P + ˜ k)δ(4)(p + ˜p − ˜ p − k − k̃)δ(k2)δ(k̃2)θ(k0)θ(k̃0)= Z � � 

dk̃0 d
3P s 2

n+1fA(p0 + p̃0 − k̃0)fB(k̃0)δ (p0 + p̃0 − k̃0)2 − |p − P |2 = 

× δ(k̃ 
0
2 − |P + p̃|2)θ(p0 + p̃0 − k̃0)θ(k̃0) . (A.8)

Next, we specialize to the following coordinate system,

P = P (0, 0, 1) , 
p = p0(0, sin ϑ, cos ϑ) , (A.9)
p̃ = p̃0(cos φ sin θ, sin φ sin θ, cos θ) , 

so that
s = (p + p̃)2 = 2p0p̃0(1 − sin φ sin θ sin ϑ − cos θ cos ϑ) , 

2|p − P |2 = p0 + P 2 − 2p0P cos ϑ , (A.10)
2|P + p̃|2 = p̃0 + P 2 + 2p̃0P cos θ . 

Substitution yields !Z 21 (p0 + p̃0 − k̃0)2 − p − P 2 
0 = dk̃0 d

3P s 2
n+1fA(p0 + p̃0 − k̃0)fB(k̃0) δ cos ϑ + 

2p0P 2p0P ! 
1 × δ 

2p̃0P 
k̃2 2− p̃ − P 2 
0 0 cos θ − 

2p̃0P 
θ(p0 + p̃0 − k̃0)θ(k̃0) . (A.11)
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From the outermost integral in (A.7) we can evaluate the polar angle integral as followsZ Z 
I d cos ϑ dφ =

2π 
dk̃0 dφ dP fA(p0 + p̃0 − k̃0)fB(k̃0)θ(p0 + p̃0 − k̃0)θ(k̃0)θ(p̃0 + k̃0 − P )

4p0p̃0 
+1× θ(2p0 + p̃0 − k̃0 − P )θ(P − |k̃0 − p̃0|) s 

n 
2 Z 

=
2π 

dk̃0 fA(p0 + p̃0 − k̃0)fB (k̃0)θ(p0 + p̃0 − k̃0)θ(k̃0)
4p0p̃0 "Z �Z � Z �Z �# 2p0+p̃0−k̃0 2p0+p̃0−k̃0 

+1 dφ +1 dφ× dP s 
n 
2 − dP s 

n 
2 . 

˜|k̃0−p̃0| k0+p̃0 

(A.12)

Here s is assumed to be given by (A.10) after evaluating the Dirac delta distributions in (A.11).R n

If we denote for simplicity S(n)(P, k̃0, p0, p̃0) ≡ s 2 +1 dφ, we can fnally write(Z Z Z∞ p0+p̃0 2p0+p̃0−k̃0gAgBgψC[fχ] = dp̃0 dk̃0 fA(p0 + p̃0 − k̃0)fB (k̃0) dP S(n) 
22(2π)3Λn+2p0 0 p̃0 k̃0−p̃0 Z Z Z∞ p̃0 2p0+p̃0−k̃0 

+ dp̃0 dk̃0 fA(p0 + p̃0 − k̃0)fB(k̃0) dP S(n) 

0 0 p̃0−k̃0 )Z Z Z∞ p0 2p0+p̃0−k̃0 

− dp̃0 dk̃0 fA(p0 + p̃0 − k̃0)fB(k̃0) dP S(n) . 
0 0 p̃0+k̃0 

(A.13)

Given the distribution functions for the scatterers, the previous expression can be integrated,
either analytically or numerically.

A.3 Non-thermal freeze-in

In this Appendix we fnd a closed form for the collision term for non-thermal freeze-in discussed in
Section 5.2. This requires the knowledge of the initial state distribution functions. For scatterers
produced directly from infaton decay these distributions have the form (3.11) before thermaliza-
tion. Substitution into (A.13) leads to the following expression for the χ collision term,( " Z Z ̃  Z� � p0 k0 2p0+p̃0−k̃09πgψnAnB mφ −3/2C[fχ] = θ − p0 dk̃0 dp̃0 (p0 + p̃0 − k̃0)−3/2k̃ dP S(n) 

3 2 02Λn+2m 2 ˜φp0 0 0 k0−p̃0 Z m 
2 
φ Z k̃0 

Z 2p0+p̃0−k̃0 

k0)
−3/2˜−3/2 

dP S(n)+ dk̃0 dp̃0 (p0 + p̃0 − ˜ k0 
˜ ˜p0 k0−p0 k0−p̃0 Z mφ Z mφ Z−p0+k̃0 2p0+p̃0−k̃02 2 −3/2 

+ d˜ dp̃0 (p0 + p̃0 − k̃0)−3/2k̃ dP S(n)k0 0 
0 k̃0 p̃0−k̃0 

mφ #Z Z Z p0 −p0+k̃0 2p0+p̃0−k̃02 −3/2− dk̃0 dp̃0 (p0 + p̃0 − k̃0)−3/2k̃ dP S(n) 
0 

0 0 p̃0+k̃0� � � � mφ 
+ θ mφ − p0 θ p0 − 

2 
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" Z mφ Z mφ Z−p0+˜ 2p0+p̃0−˜ 
2 

d˜ 2 k0 

k0)
−3/2˜−3/2 

k0 

dP S(n)× k0 dp̃0 (p0 + p̃0 − ˜ k0 
˜p0− 

m 
2 
φ 0 k0−p̃0 #)Z mφ Z mφ Z−p0+k̃0 2p0+p̃0−k̃0 

k0)
−3/2˜−3/2 

dP S(n)− 
2 

dk̃0 
2 

dp̃0 (p0 + p̃0 − ˜ k .0 
p0− 0 p̃0+k̃0 

mφ 
2 

(A.14)

Specializing to n = 4, and replacing p0 → p for notational simplicity for the ultrarelativistic χ,
integration yields the following result

4 
( � �" � �5/2 � �2256π2gψnAnB p mφ mφ mφC[fχ](4) = θ − p 10296 + 36036 35005Λ6m 2 2p 2pφ � �3/2 � � � �1/2 mφ mφ mφ− 80080 − 72072 + 262080 − 45045(2 + π)

2p 2p 2p� �1/2 � �# 
2p 2p

+ 88704 − 12870 
m m " � � � � � �6 � �−1/2 � � � �2 mφ mφ 2p 2p 2p− θ mφ − p θ p − − 1 8 − 4 − 

2 p mφ mφ mφ � �3 � �4 � �5 � �6 � �71 2p 4507 2p 40537 2p 9387 2p 2p− − + − − 1386 
2 mφ 8 mφ 16 mφ 16 mφ mφ � �1/2 � �4 � �5 � �72p 9009 2p 9009 2p 6435 2p

+ − 1 47 − + + 
m 16 mφ 8 mφ 32 mφ � �6 � �−1/2 � �1/2

! !#) 
45045 2p 2p 2p−1 −1+ 1 − tan − 1 + tan − 1 . (A.15)
32 mφ m m 

B List of main symbols 

mWDM WDM mass: 4, 11
α, β, γ Phase space distribution parametrization: 4
T Transfer function: 4
mDM NCDM mass: 4
T? NCDM “temperature”: 4
w Equation of state: 8
Ψ Phase space distribution perturbation: 8
a Scale factor (FLRW): 8
� Comoving “energy”: 8
q T? Comoving momentum: 9
ρ Energy density: 9
P Pressure: 9
θ Velocity divergence: 9
σ Anisotropic stress: 9
h and η Metric perturbations in synchronous gauge: 9
δ Relative density fuctuation: 10
H Conformal Hubble parameter (function): 10
H Hubble parameter (function): 10
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ca Adiabatic sound speed: 10
ĉs Rest-frame sound speed: 10
kFS Free-streaming scale: 10
kH Free-streaming horizon: 10
φ Infaton scalar feld: 15
Γφ Infaton decay width: 15
C Collision term: 16
MP Reduced Planck mass: 17
g∗s Number of e˙ective entropy degrees of freedom: 18
Λ Normalization scale of the 2 → 2 cross section: 39
Tmax Highest temperature during reheating: 41
Treh Reheating temperature: 42
b Reheating temperature parametrization: 42
Neff E˙ective number of relativistic species: 55
nχ Number density of the species χ: 61
gχ Internal degrees of freedom of the species χ: 61
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